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Please note that the 17th century has been omitted, for the moment, because it is already available as the bibliography of our publication *The Life and Families of 17th Century Langham*. However an updated version will be added to this document in due course.
Introduction
The intention of this list of possible sources is to provide starting points for researchers. Do not be put off by the length of the list: you will probably need only a fraction of it.

For the primary sources – original documents or transcriptions of these – efforts have been made to include everything which might be productive. If you know of or find further such sources which should be on this list, please tell the Langham Village History Group archivist so that they can be added. If you find a source that we have given particularly productive, please tell us what needs it has satisfied; if you are convinced that it is a waste of time, please tell us this too!

For the secondary sources – books, journals and internet sites – we have tried to include just enough useful ones, whatever aspect of Langham history that you might wish to investigate. However, we realise that there is then a danger of the list looking discouragingly long.

Probably you will want to look at only a fraction of these. For many of the books, just a single chapter or a small section found from the index, or even a sentence, here and there, useful for quotation, is all that you may want.

But, again, if you find or know of further especially useful sources, please tell us.

A final plea to all researchers: when you do find a useful fact or opinion or quotation, which you might one day want to pass on to others, please, please be sure to note the source. The minimum needed for any useful publication of historical research is:

- For primary sources (and unique secondary sources such as Ph.D. theses): the name of the archive; the reference number of the document; the page/folio number, if relevant.
- For books: the title; the author; the publisher or place of publication; the date of the actual edition used; the page number(s).
- For articles in journals: the title of the article; the author; the name of the journal; the serial number of the journal; the date of publication; the page number(s).
- For internet sites: the full site reference, from the bar at the top of the screen, and the date viewed.
11th to 13th century

Leicester University Library
Northamptonshire Record Office
The National Archives (TNA)
Westminster Abbey Muniments
Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources
Secondary sources
General background
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Leicester University Library
Archdeacon Irons deposit (1908-1935?): MS 80. The Langham and Oakham sections have been transcribed and are published on www.... There may be small errors in transcription but Irons, himself, made errors of transcription and omission and it is preferable, where possible, to go back to the Calendars listed below or, where these do not cover the relevant items, to original sources.

Northamptonshire Record Office
PD/CL/6 Institution papers: 6/4/1-2 1200-1928 (supposedly includes transcriptions from Lincoln Diocese records for the pre-Reformation period)

The National Archives (TNA)
C241/8/273 Chancery: Certificates of Statute Merchant and Statute Staple. Debtor: William de Potton [of Kent] Creditor: Lambinus de Langham. Amount: 13m. 6s. 8d. 1287 (But which Langham?)

E119/1 Exchequer: King's Remembrancer: Accounts of the Revenue of the Earldom of Cornwall...Oakham, Langham, Rutland . 1295 - 1297.

E179/165/1 eleventh and seventh... to Edward I, in aid of his war in France to recover Gascony. 1296.

E179/165/137 pt3 fifteenth and tenth. 1100.

JUST1/ 726-8*, 1181, 1193, 1196*, 1197, 1206*, 1221, 1223, 1228*, 1237, 1244, 1252, 1257, 1261, 1263, 1287, 1293, 1304* & 1316* Assize rolls including essoins etc. between 1254 and 1300. All are Rutland; those held at Oakham (inc. 'Bradecroft') are marked *.

JUST1/817 ‘Assize rolls including some other civil business and appeals (including Rutland) printed in Northamptonshire Record Office V(1930) pp.99-163’, date covered given as 1203. (Glazier has noted this)

(N.B. Full details of JUST1 may be found in List of Assize Rolls 1206-1481 preserved in the Public Record Office, List & Index Society Vol. 220, HMSO, 1986)

JUST3/92, 96 Assize and Gaol Delivery records etc., 1294-99


Westminster Abbey Muniments
WAM 20218-20336 Manor of Oakham Account Rolls and other records including extents (rentals), charters and court records mainly in the WAM 20*** series (See Rutland Record 5, Mason, E. & Donnelly, J., below):
e.g. 20224 B Accompt ... for the Manor of Ocham and Langham...1297; 20224 D Accompt of William the Servant of all his receipts and expenses for the sale of old corn at Langham after the retirement of William de Westhamme 1297/8

The National Archives has a card index detailing Oakham Manor Court Rolls for 1275-76 and 1287-1412 (and later) in the collection.

WAM 20619 Award by the Archdeacon of Lincoln ... that the Abbat and Convent, on the cession or decease of Dom. Gilbert (Marescall) Rector of Oakam, shall have by the name of a perpetual benefice entirely all the fruits and revenues of Oakham Church and of the chapels of Langham, Egleton, Broc, Gunthorp ... Thorp... except those which shall pertain to the Rector of Okham ... to whose portion shall belong the whole altelage of Oakham Church, and of the said chapels with the small tithes ... (etc.) 1231

In relation to Langham, Harvey, B., Westminster Abbey and its estates in the Middle Ages (pp. 404 and 430 footnotes ) gives relevant references in Regesta Rerum Anglo-Normannorum, 1066-1154 (see Davis, H., below (Regesta i, 381-2)), Taxatio ecclesiastica Angliae et Walliae... c. A.D.1291 (see Ayscough, S, below, (65b)) and also to WAM Register Book iii (65-6) and WAM 20632

See also Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, pp. 56-62, re Oakham Rectory: she gives guidance on various accounts in WAM 20219-20355, 23318-23451, 23692
Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources

Ayscough, S, & Caley, J (ed.), *Taxatio ecclesiastica Angliae et Walliae auctoritate P. Nicholai IV, c. A.D.1291*, Record Commission, 1802 (Tax (tenth) granted by the Pope in 1288 to Edward I towards an expedition to the Holy Land: p.65 shows Ecclia de Okhm in Decanatus Roteland in Archidiaconatus Northampton valued at £70 and Vicaria eiusdem (i.e. its vicarage) at £20, out of a Rutland total of £624-6s)

*Calendar of entries in the Papal Registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland* 1198-1521, HMSO & Irish Manuscript Commission, 1893-2005

*Calendar of the Charter Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office*, 1215-1516, HMSO, 1903-27

*Calendar of the Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office*, 1227-1509, Public Record Office, 1892-1972

*Calendar of the Fine Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office*, 1216-42, 1272-1509, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1911-, 2007- (Glazier notes a Langham reference in 1283 but this is Langham, Essex)

*Calendar of inquisitions post mortem ... preserved in the Public Record Office*, 1216-1447, HMSO, 1898-2003. (Glazier notes Langham references in 1298 and 1300)

*Calendar of inquisitions miscellaneous (Chancery) ... preserved in the Public Record Office*, 1219-1485, HMSO, 1916-

*Calendar of the Patent Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office*, (the final years being described as *Draft of ...*), 1216-1589, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1893-1994

*Calendar of various Chancery rolls ...* 1277-1326, Public Record Office, 1912


De Haas, E, & Hall, G (ed.), *Early registers of writs, Selden Society No.87*, 1970 (pp. li & 98-9, re Abbot Richard de Ware v. William de Langham re 30 acres in Langham, c.1260)

*Inquisitions and assessments relating to feudal aids, 1284-1431*, vol. 4 *Northamptonshire - Somerset*, Public Record Office, 1906

*List of Assize Rolls*, 1206-1481, preserved in the *Public Record Office*, List & Index Society vol. 220


Turner, G, *Select Pleas of the Forest*, Bernard Quaritch, London, 1901 (pp.6-7 Re Rutland 1209; pp.43-53 re Rutland 1269 (p.53 re Langham); pp.116-7 re Rutland 1299) (Glazier has noted the Langham entry)

There is a large range of transcribed sources relating to Lincoln diocese published by Boydell & Brewer Ltd. on behalf of the Lincoln Record Society, some of which are worth investigating for references to Langham/Oakham:

- *The Acta of Hugh of Wells, Bishop of Lincoln*, 1209-1235
- *Rotuli Hagonis de Welles, episcopi Lincolniensis*, 1209-1235
- *The Registrum Antiquissimum of the cathedral church of Lincoln*, C.11th - C.13th.
- *The Rolls and Register of Bishop Oliver Sutton*, 1280-1299.

Secondary sources

No attempt has been made, in the list below, to distinguish between works in which only a few pages or just one or two index entries may be found useful, and those which will merit thorough study. Some of the books recommended have been in bibliographies for many years and, although they may not represent the latest historical viewpoint, are included because many previous researchers have found them particularly helpful.

The date of publication given is usually the date of a recent edition if there have been several.

**General background**


Holmes, G, *The late Middle Ages* 1275-1485, Nelson, 1967

Poole, A, *From Domesday Book to Magna Carta* 1087-1216, Clarendon Press, 1970


Advice on research and sources
Bristow, J, The local historian’s glossary and vade mecum, Countryside Books, 2001
Carter, P, & Thompson, K, Sources for local historians, Phillimore, 2005
Hey, D, The Oxford companion to local and family history, O.U.P., 2008
Rogers, A, Approaches to local history, Longmans, 1977
Stephens, W, Sources for English local history, Phillimore, 1994
Tate, W, The Parish Chest, Phillimore, 1983

Agriculture, landscape & transport
Hindle, P, Roads and Tracks For Historians, Phillimore, 2001

Church & Law
Consett, H, The practice of the spiritual or ecclesiastical courts, London, 1708
Maynard Smith, H, Pre-Reformation England, Macmillan, 1938
Smith, D, Supplement to the Guide to bishops’ registers of England and Wales, Royal Historical Society, London, 2004

Dress
Barfoot, A, Everyday costume in Britain from the earliest times to 1900, B.T.Batsford, 1976
Clinch, G, English costume from Prehistoric times to the end of the eighteenth century, Methuen, 1909

Economic & Financial
Clapham, J, A concise economic history of Britain, from the earliest times to A.D. 1750, C.U.P., 1966
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, A perspective of wages and prices, Methuen, 1981

Education & the written word
Barrett, J. & Iredale, D, Discovering old handwriting, Shire, 2001
Orme, N., Medieval English Schools from Roman Britain to the Renaissance, Yale University Press, 2006

Food

Health
Allday, R, The story of medicine, Ginn, 1969
Delmege, J, Towards national health: or, health and hygiene in England from Roman to Victorian times, Heinemann, 1931

Social
Alvey, N, From chantry to Oxfam, Phillimore, 1995
Baker, M, Folklore and customs of rural England, David & Charles, 1974
Works with sections of particularly relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham

This list mainly consists of a subset, appropriate to this period, of the excellent bibliography Rutland in Print compiled by J.D. Bennett and published in Rutland Record 25


Clarke, A, Memorials of the Clarkes of Whissendine and Langham... published by the author, 1936


Galitzine, Prince Y, Domesday Book in Rutland: the dramatis personae, Rutland Record Society, 1986 (This contains numerous inaccuracies, and the RLH&RS are looking to republish it electronically with corrections)

Gazetteer of markets and fairs in England and Wales to 1516, List & Index Society, Special Series, vol.33, Chippenham, 2003 (part 2, p.286 gives details re Oakham and other Rutland markets and fairs 1297-1792)

Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, Boydell & Brewer, 2002


Millward, A history of Leicestershire and Rutland, Phillimore, 1985

Owen, D, Church and society in medieval Lincolnshire, Lincolnshire Local History Society, 1971


Page, W (ed.), Victoria County History of Rutland, Dawson, 1975

Paradise, T, Rutland churches: Langham, Oakham, 1895


Rutland Magazine and County Historical Record 1903/4 pp.137-151 Langham but sources not fully given.

Rutland Record 5 pp.163-6 Mason, E, Westminster Abbey’s Rutland churches; pp. 167-71; Donnelly, J, Westminster Abbey’s Oakham Manor, 1275-1535

Rutland Record 18 pp.333-41. Clough, T: Peter de Neville and his wrongdoings as Warden of the Forest of Rutland. (Useful bibliography; not directly relevant to Langham)

Ryder, I, Common right and private interest, RLH&RS No. 8, Oakham, 2006

Tew, D, Langham and Barleythorpe in Rutland: its history, church and people, the author, c.1970

Tew, D, The parish church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Langham, Rutland, the author, c.1970

Thorn, F (ed.) Domesday Book, Rutland, Phillimore, 1980

Traylen, A, Langham with Barleythorpe in Rutland, RLH&RS, 1975

Traylen, A, Dialect, customs and derivations in Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1990


Wright, J, The history and antiquities of the County of Rutland, London, 1684 & 1687 (N.B. Additions 5 re tithes of mills C.12th)

The internet

The website www.copac.ac.uk is particularly useful for detecting the dates of first editions of books, if these are required, and also for finding which university libraries (but including also The British Library) have copies - but notice that not all universities are included yet and Leicester University is one that is not, apart from its ‘Special Collection’. Bear in mind also that 60,000 books from the Library of Congress (and more from elsewhere) can be read on-line at www.archive.org !

There is an enormous number of additional sources accessible through the internet - so many, and of such varying quality and reliability, as to be confusing and discouraging. The Langham History Group Archivist can provide useful advice.

The site www.intute.ac.uk may be found especially helpful in identifying reliable sources. www.archiveshub.ac.uk is a national gateway to descriptions of archives in UK universities and colleges and www.history.ac.uk is well worth exploring. In particular, www.history.ac.uk/partners/bbih provides the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish history.

There is a range of important research sources currently only available through institutions which have subscribed to them. Examples are the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and JSTOR (short for Journal Storage, which archives academic journals) and EEBO (Early English Books Online). These can be used, free of charge, by members of certain group subscribers, notably those following a university course, but also by anyone prepared to sit in a British Library Reading Room.
14th Century

British Library
Leicester University Library
Lincolnshire Archives
Northamptonshire Record Office
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
Staffordshire Record Office
The National Archives (TNA)
Westminster Abbey Muniments
Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources
Secondary sources
General background
Advice on research and sources
Agriculture, landscape & transport
Church & Law
Dress
Economic & Financial
Education & the written word
Food
Social
Works with sections of particularly relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham
The internet

Please select one of the above
Langham Sources
14th century

British Library
Eg.Roll. 2092 Common pleas 1386-7 (2nd hand Rutland reference, not confirmed and not known to concern Langham!)

Leicester University Library
Archdeacon Irons deposit (1908-1935?): MS 80. The Langham and Oakham sections have been transcribed and are published on www.... There may be small errors in transcription but Irons, himself, made errors of transcription and omission and it is preferable, where possible, to go back to the Calendars listed below or, where these do not cover the relevant items, to original sources.

Lincolnshire Archives
REG/3 Episcopal Register of Bishop John Dalderby, 1300 -1320 (also on microfilm MF 6/5)
REG/5 & 5B Episcopal Registers of Bishop Henry Burghersh, 1320-1340 (also on microfilms MF 6/7-8) N.B. it is not clear to what extent, if at all, these are the same as REG/4 which has been transcribed by the Lincoln Record Society: see below
REG/6,7&7B Episcopal Registers of Bishop Thomas Bek, 1342-1347 (also on microfilms MF 6/9)
REG/8,9,9B,9C&9D Episcopal Registers of Bishop John Gynwell, 1347-1362 (also on microfilms MF 6/10,11)
REG/10,11,12&12B Episcopal Register of Bishop John Buckingham, 1362-1398 (also on microfilms MF 6/11-14) Folio 5 onwards of RE/12B has been transcribed and published by the Lincoln Record Society: see below.
REG/13 Episcopal Register of Bishop Henry Beaufort, 1398-1405 (also on microfilm MF 6/14).
The contents are described in detail in: Smith, D, Guide to Bishops’ Registers of England and Wales, London, 1981

Northamptonshire Record Office
PD/CL/6 Institution papers: 6/4/1-2 1200-1928 (supposedly includes transcriptions from Lincoln Diocese records for the pre-Reformation period)
Information relating to document ref. no. L(C) 938 Drawing of the Coat of Arms of the Langham family, with heraldic description, and descent of Langhams traced from Henry de Langham (Rutland). [Northants Record Office, THE LANGHAM (COTTESBROOKE)...] These documents are held at: Northamptonshire Record Office
The National Archives has a card index of Manorial Documents which includes a card referring to a ‘survey’ of 1387 re Oakham Manor. On the back of the card is written: ‘Return 1932, Hon.Sec. Northants Record Society, MS from Earl of Winchelsea, 1930’

The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland (For the Oakham Survey of 1305 see the Rutland Record Society occasional publication of 1988, of that title.)
DE728/1 Gift in Tail, 1389, includes Robert de Langham as a witness.

Staffordshire Record Office
Information relating to document ref. no. D641/1/1/1 Oakham & Langham [co. Rutland]. Copy letters patent, date lost; end of document is missing, reciting grants dealing with lordship from 1377.
Information relating to document ref. no. D641/1/4S/1 Oakham Court (monthly) Great Court of Edward Earl of Rutland. Apr. 1397 and Oct. 1397 Court pleas of debt and trespass and assault: Admissions and surrenders; strays; fines for entry. Great Court: Detail as above but presented by areas: Oakham, Egleton, etc..

The National Archives
C88/122 No.18 (previously Chancery Miscellanea Bdle 75 File 1 No.18) 16RichII (1393) inc. account of robberies in various places inc. Langham
(For these last two items, see Chancery Miscellanea part VI, Northumberland to Suffolk, List & Index Society vol. 81, HMSO, 1972.)
(The Victoria County History also notes Chancery Miscellanea Bdle 8 no.3 re frankpledge & Langham)
E101/584/2 See Rutland Record 19 pp.400-402 re 100 sides of bacon supplied to the army by Rutland.
E179/35/7 Clerical poll tax from Canterb. particulars of account. 1377. (See Rutland Magazine and County Historical Record 1911-12, below)
E179/165/3 twentieth. Following his accession to the throne in January, the young Edward III was determined to continue the war with Scotland, 1327.
E179/165/6 fifteenth and tenth. ... in two equal instalments. 1336 - 1337.
E179/165/7 fifteenth and tenth 1335.
E179/165/8 three fifteenths and tenths. Edward III envisaged a swift and successful campaign to settle his claim to the French crown, even though he was still at war with Scotland. 1339.
E179/165/9 three fifteenths and tenths. 1339.
E179/165/13 two ninths and fifteenths ... the lords and commons granted a ninth of corn, wool, and sheep (‘the ninth sheaf, the ninth fleece, and the ninth lamb’) for two years. 1341.
E179/165/14 two fifteenths and tenths ... in four equal instalments over two years. 1344.
E179/165/15 two fifteenths and tenths. ... in four equal instalments over two years. 1346.
E179/165/16 three fifteenths and tenths. 1350.
E179/165/17 three fifteenths and tenths 1351.
E179/165/18 three fifteenths and tenths. ...to defend Gascony and Brittany, and to safeguard the sea, 1354.
E179/165/20 indented receipts 1358.
E179/165/23 poll tax receipts 1377.
E179/165/26 indented receipts 1358
E 179/165/25 The return made from Rutland, indeed, specified which parishes contributed extra sums to subsidise the poorer ones
E179/165/27 two fifteenths and tenths 1346 - 1348.
E179/165/28 two fifteenths and tenths. 1378.
E179/165/29 one and a half fifteenths 1380.
E179/165/31 half a fifteenth and tenth. 1384.
E179/165/32 one and a half fifteenths. expenses of war and the defence. 1386.
E179/165/33 half a fifteenth and tenth. 1388.
E179/165/34 half a fifteenth and tenth. To procure the funds needed for the country’s defence, the government borrowed money in anticipation Date: 1387.
E179/165/35 fifteenth and tenth. 1393.
E179/165/36 five fourteenth and tenth. 1395.
E179/165/37 one and a half fifteenths 1398.
E179/165/38 first half of the one and a half fifteenth and tenths, relating to Langham, Oakham, Egleton, Lyndon and Stretton, all wrongly taxed at a tenth in 1334. 1398.
E179/165/43 fifteenth and tenth. 1385.
E179/192/3 aid to marry the king’s daughter 1302.
E179/269/51 poll tax (individuals) 1377.
E179/269/52 poll tax receipts 1377.
E179/269/53 poll tax receipts 1377.
E179/269/54 poll tax receipts 1377.
E179/269/55 poll tax receipts 1377.
Poor people of Oakham, Langham and Egleton in Rutland. King and council. Request concerning liability to tallage on the royal ancient demesne. It is answered elsewhere.

The petition is of uncertain Date range: 1300 - 1350.

Special Collections: Ancient Petitions SCV 8/132/6562

Westminster Abbey Muniments

WAM 20218-20336 Manor of Oakham Account Rolls and other records including extents (rentals), charters and court records mainly in the WAM 20*** series (See Rutland Record =5, Donnelly, J., below)

(See also Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, pp. 56-62, re Oakham Rectory: she gives guidance on various accounts in WAM 20219-20355, 23318-23451, 23692)

In particular, see:

20251 B Manor of Ocham, Langham and Brok: View of Autumn expenses 1336

20254 B Expenses of Ocham, Langham and Broke Manor in autumn 1339

20261 Accompt of John de Langham, Praepositus of Okam Manor 1343/4

20266 Autumn expenses made at Okham Manor by view of Thomas de Langham, Capellanus 1350

20272 B.C. Langham Manor: View of Autumn expenses 1352

20347 Autumnal expenses of Ocham Manor ... about the tithe of Ocham, Langham and Brok

20353 Langham Manor: Autumnal expenses 1336

20358 Langham Manor: View of Autumn expenses at Okham Manor and Langham Grange 1343

20360 Indenture ... between the wardens of Okam and Langham 1354

20627-8 Lease .. to the Rector of Ocham church of all the revenues of their tithes for 3 years at a yearly rent of £110 in the parish of Ocham, Langham, ...(etc.) 1309

20632 Oakham rectory, extent 1341.

20633 Memoranda re lands at Langham, Barleythorpe, Okham, Egylyngton and Gunthorpe... Late Edward III

Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources

Bentley, S, Chartulary of Westminster, 1378

Calendar of entries in the Papal Registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland 1198-1521, HMSO & Irish Manuscript Commission, 1893-2005 (Irons notes ref. to St.Helen’s chapel in 1393)

Calendar of the Charter Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1215-1516, HMSO, 1903-27. (Glazier notes Langham references in 1301 & 1392)

Calendar of the Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1227-1509, Public Record Office, 1892-1972 Calendar of the Fine Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1216-42, 1272-1509, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1911-, 2007. (Glazier notes two Langham references in 1318 and has transcribed one of them (005))

Calendar of inquisitions post mortem ... preserved in the Public Record Office, 1216-1447, HMSO, 1898-2003 (Glazier notes Langham references in 1300 (two), 1315, 1347 & 1360)

Calendar of inquisitions miscellaneous (Chancery) ... preserved in the Public Record Office, 1219-1485, HMSO, 1916-Calendar of the Patent Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, (the final years being described as Draft of ...), 1216-1589, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1893-1994. (Glazier notes Langham references in 1312, 1316, 1317 & 1319)

Calendar of various Chancery rolls ... 1277-1326, Public Record Office, 1912. (Glazier notes two Langham references in 1315)

Inquisitions and assessments relating to feudal aids, 1284-1431, vol. 4 Northamptonshire - Somerset, Public Record Office, 1906. (Glazier has transcribed (026) a Langham reference in 1316 and notes another in 1346)

List of Assize Rolls, 1206-1481, preserved in the Public Record Office, List & Index Society vol. 220

There is a large range of transcribed sources relating to Lincoln diocese published by Boydell & Brewer Ltd. on behalf of the Lincoln Record Society, some of which are worth investigating for references to Langham/Oakham: McHardy, A, Clerical poll-taxes in the Diocese of Lincoln, 1377-81. (See esp. p.69)

Royal writs addressed to John Buckingham, Bishop of Lincoln, 1363-1398.
The Registers of Bishop Henry Burghersh, 1320-1342.
Secondary sources
No attempt has been made, in the list below, to distinguish between works in which only a few pages or just one or two index entries may be found useful, and those which will merit thorough study. Some of the books recommended have been in bibliographies for many years and, although they may not represent the latest historical viewpoint, are included because many previous researchers have found them particularly helpful. The date of publication given is usually the date of a recent edition if there have been several.

General Background
Harriss, G, Shaping the Nation 1360-1461, Clarendon Press, 2006
Holmes, G, The late Middle Ages 1275-1485, Nelson, 1967

Advice on research and sources
Bristow, J, The local historian’s glossary and vade mecum Countryside Books, 2001
Carter, P, & Thompson, K, Sources for local historians, Phillimore, 2005
Hey, D, The Oxford companion to local and family history, O.U.P., 2008
Rogers, A, Approaches to local history, Longmans, 1977
Stephens, W, Sources for English local history, Phillimore, 1994
Tate, W, The Parish Chest, Phillimore, 1983

Agriculture, landscape & transport
Hindle, P, Roads and Tracks For Historians, Phillimore, 2001

Church & Law
Consett, H, The practice of the spiritual or ecclesiastical courts, London, 1708
Cox, J, Churchwardens’ accounts from the fourteenth century to the close of the seventeenth century, Methuen, 1913
Hair, P (ed.), Before the Bawdy Court, Elek, 1972
Maynard Smith, H, Pre-Reformation England, Macmillan, 1938
Pantin, W, The English church in the fourteenth century, University of Toronto Press, 1980
Smith, D, Supplement to the Guide to bishops’ registers of England and Wales, Royal Historical Society, London, 2004
Swanson, R, Church and society in late medieval England, Blackwell, 1993
Dress
Barfoot, A, Everyday costume in Britain from the earliest times to 1900, B.T.Batsford, 1976
Clinch, G, English costume from Prehistoric times to the end of the eighteenth century, Methuen, 1909

Economic & financial
Clapham, J, A concise economic history of Britain, from the earliest times to A.D. 1750, C.U.P., 1966
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, A perspective of wages and prices, Methuen, 1981
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, Seven centuries of the prices of consumables compared with builders’ wage-rates, Economica XXIII (1956) 296-314

Education & the written word
Barrett, J. & Iredale, D, Discovering old handwriting, Shire, 2001
Bell, M, Understanding English spelling, Pegasus Educational, 2004
Orme, N., Medieval English Schools from Roman Britain to the Renaissance, Yale University Press, 2006.

Food

Health
Allday, R, The story of medicine, Ginn, 1969
Delmege, J, Towards national health: or, health and hygiene in England from Roman to Victorian times, Heinemann, 1931

Social
Alvey, N, From chantry to Oxfam, Phillimore, 1995
Baker, M, Folklore and customs of rural England, David & Charles, 1974
Barley, M, The English farmhouse and cottage, Sutton, 1987
Roe, F, English cottage furniture - from the earliest times to the Victorian era, Phoenix House, 1961

Works with sections of particular relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham
This list mainly consists of a subset, appropriate to this period, of the excellent bibliography Rutland in Print compiled by J.D.Bennett and published in Rutland Record 25
Clarke, A, Memorials of the Clarkes of Whissendine and Langham... published by the author, 1936
Dugdale, W, Monasticon Anglicanum, James Bohn, London, 1846 (vol.1A, p.275. describes career of Simon de Langham; col.2A, p.714 mentions foundation of Hospital of St.John & St.Anne, licensed in 1398, and notes the Free Chapel in Okeham Castle as mentioned in Harleian m/s 6960 f.110)
Gazetteer of markets and fairs in England and Wales to 1516, List & Index Society, Special Series, vol.33, Chippenham, 2003 (part 2, p.286 gives details re Oakham and other Rutland markets and fairs 1297-1792)
Greenhill, F, The incised slabs of Leicestershire and Rutland, Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical society, 1958
Harvey, B, Westminster Abbey and its estates in the Middle Ages, Clarendon Press, 1977
Harvey, B.: The Obedienciaries of Westminster Abbey, Boydell & Brewer, 2002
The internet

The website www.copac.ac.uk is particularly useful for detecting the dates of first editions of books, if these are required, and also for finding which university libraries (but including also The British Library) have copies - but notice that not all universities are included yet and Leicester University is one that is not, apart from its ‘Special Collection’. Bear in mind also that 60,000 books from the Library of Congress (and more from elsewhere) can be read on-line at www.archive.org!

There is an enormous number of additional sources accessible through the internet - so many, and of such varying quality and reliability, as to be confusing and discouraging. The Langham History Group Archivist can provide useful advice.

The site www.intute.ac.uk may be found especially helpful in identifying reliable sources. www.archiveshub.ac.uk is a national gateway to descriptions of archives in UK universities and colleges and www.history.ac.uk is well worth exploring. In particular, www.history.ac.uk/partners/bbih provides the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish history.

There is a range of important research sources currently only available through institutions which have subscribed to them. Examples are the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and JSTOR (short for Journal Storage, which archives academic journals) and EEBO (Early English Books Online). These can be used, free of charge, by members of certain group subscribers, notably those following a university course, but also by anyone prepared to sit in a British Library Reading Room.
15th Century

Leicester University Library
Lincolnshire Archives
Northamptonshire Record Office
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
Staffordshire Record Office
The National Archives (TNA)
Westminster Abbey Muniments
Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources
Secondary sources
General background
Advice on research and sources
Agriculture, landscape & transport
Church & Law
Dress
Economic & Financial
Education & the written word
Food
Social
Works with sections of particularly relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham
The internet

*Please select one of the above*
**Langham Sources**

**15th century**

---

**Leicester University Library**
Archdeacon Irons deposit (1908-1935?): MS 80. The Langham and Oakham sections have been transcribed and are published on www.... There may be small errors in transcription but Irons, himself, made errors of transcription and omission and it is preferable, where possible, to go back to the Calendars listed below or, where these do not cover the relevant items, to original sources.

**Lincolnshire Archives**
- REG/13 Episcopal Register of Bishop Henry Beaufort, 1398-1405 (also on microfilm MF 6/14).
- REG/14 Episcopal Register of Bishop Philip Repingdon, 1405-1420 (also on microfilms MF 6/15-16).
- REG/15&15B Episcopal Register of Bishop Philip Repingdon, 1405-1419, memoranda (also on microfilm MF 6/16). REG/15 has been transcribed and published by the Lincoln Record Society: see below.
- REG/16 Episcopal Register of Bishop Richard Fleming, 1419-1427, (also on microfilm MF 6/17).
- REG/17 Episcopal Register of Bishop William Gray, 1431-1446, (also on microfilm MF 6/17).
- REG/18 Episcopal Register of Bishop William Alnwick, 1435(?)-1450, (also on microfilm MF 6/17).
- REG/19 Episcopal Register of Bishop Marmaduke Lumley, etc, 1449-1452 (and dates on the next century), (also on microfilm MF 6/17).
- REG/20 Episcopal Register of Bishop John Chedworth, 1452-1472, (also on microfilm MF 6/18).
- REG/21 Episcopal Register of Bishop Thomas Rotherham, 1472-1480, (also on microfilm MF 6/19).
- REG/22 Episcopal Register of Bishop John Russell, 1480-1494, (also on microfilm MF 6/19).
- REG/23,24 Episcopal Register of Bishop William Smith, 1495-1513, (also on microfilm MF 6/20&21).

The contents of all the above are described in detail in: Smith, D, Guide to Bishops' Registers of England and Wales.

**Northamptonshire Record Office**
- PD/CL/6 Institution papers: 6/4/1-2 1200-1928 (supposedly includes transcriptions from Lincoln Diocese records for the pre-Reformation period).

**The Record Office for Leicestershires, Leicester and Rutland**
- DE1431/12 = DG40/12 Quitclaim 1402 involving one Robert of Langham re land in Stapleford.
- DE1431/16 = DG40/16 Grant 1463. (i) John Dovy, senior and John Greycope and Robert Clerke (ii) Robert Bagot of Stapleford Lands etc. in Leics & Rutland including Langham.

**Staffordshire Record Office**
The card index in the National Archives re manor Court rolls records Oakham Manor Court Rolls, with Egleton and Langham, 1396-1408 and 1441 - 56 at Staffordshire Record Office. On the back of the index card is written: ' Return 2.1936, Rev. J.B.Frith, Swynnerton Rectory, Stone, Staffs, Staffs manorial records p.29’

The National Archives
- C 1/223/30 Court of Chancery: Six Clerks Office:Early Proceedings, Robert Symmes, of Braunston. v. Ellen, executrix and late the wife of William Adam, of Langham.: A debt settled by arbitration to be paid out of the issues of land in Alsthorp.: Rutland. . Chancery pleadings addressed to the Cardinal Archbishop of Canterbury Date range: 1493 - 1500.
- E179/41/893 graduated poll tax 1430.
- E179/165/26 fifteenth and tenth. 1436.
- E179/165/39 fifteenth and tenth. in two equal instalments -1401.
- E179/165/40 subsidy on lands of the nobili, 1405. The ‘Unlearned Parliament’ opened on 6 October 1404 in Coventry.
- E179/165/47 fifteenth and tenth to the new king, for the defence of the realm and keeping of the sea. 1414.
E179/165/49 two fifteenths and tenths. 1415.
E179/165/52 two fifteenths and tenths. 1417.
E179/165/73 one and a half fifteenths 1448.
E179/165/75 one and a half fifteenths. 1446.
E179/165/76 half a fifteenth and tenth. 1451
E179/165/77 half a fifteenth and tenth. 1449.
E179/165/90 two fifteenths and tenths. 1468.
E179/165/93 two fifteenths and tenths. 1489
E179/165/100 two fifteenths and tenths. Towards the cost of military expeditions abroad, 1492
JUST3/58/4; JUST3/188,195 Assize & Gaol Delivery Rolls re Oakham 1400-22
SC6/1117/11 Special Collections: Ministers’ and Receivers’ Accounts Oakham, Egleton & Langham, 1463 - 1465.

Westminster Abbey Muniments
WAM 20218-20336 Manor of Oakham Account Rolls and other records including extents (rentals), charters and court records mainly in the WAM 20*** series (See Rutland Record 5, Donnelly, J., below)
See also Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, pp. 56-62, re Oakham Rectory: she gives guidance on various accounts in WAM 20219-20355, 23318-23451, 23692
There is a card index of Manorial Court Rolls in the National Archives which includes a card re Oakham Court Rolls for 1287-1412, 1423-4, 1445-62, 1483-4, 1495-1509 (and earlier and later ones) with Westminster reference 20218-20430
Also, see:
20324B Re John Reynold, farmer, 1423/4
33269-79 Onera of officers ... to the treasury of Westminster Abbey c.15th?

Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources
Brewer, J. (ed.): Letters and papers, foreign and domestic, of the reign of Henry VIII, 1862-1932
Calendar of entries in the Papal Registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland 1198-1521, HMSO & Irish Manuscript Commission, 1893-2005
Calendar of the Charter Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1215-1516, HMSO, 1903-27
Calendar of the Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1227-1509, Public Record Office, 1892-1972
Calendar of the Fine Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1216-42, 1272-1509, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1911-, 2007-
Calendar of inquisitions post mortem ... preserved in the Public Record Office, 1216-1447, HMSO, 1898-2003
Calendar of inquisitions miscellaneous (Chancery) ... preserved in the Public Record Office, 1219-1485, HMSO, 1916-
Calendar of the Patent Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, (the final years being described as Draft of ...), 1216-1589, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1893-1994
Inquisitions and assessments relating to feudal aids, 1284-1431, vol. 4 Northamptonshire - Somerset, Public Record Office, 1906
Transcription of Langham Manor Court Rolls 1486-1546 on www.langhamvillage.com
There is a large range of transcribed sources relating to Lincoln diocese published by Boydell & Brewer Ltd., which are worth investigating for references to Langham. An example is:
Archer, M. (ed.), Register of Bishop Philip Repingdon 1405-1419
In general, the Registrum antiquissimum of the cathedral church of Lincoln, published by the Lincoln Record Society, should be investigated.

Secondary sources
No attempt has been made, in the list below, to distinguish between works in which only a few pages or just one or two index entries may be found useful, and those which will merit thorough study. Some of the books recommended have been in bibliographies for many years and, although they may not represent the latest historical viewpoint, are included because many previous researchers have found them particularly helpful. The date of publication given is usually the date of a recent edition if there have been several.

General Background
Harriss, G, Shaping the Nation 1360-1461, Clarendon Press, 2006
Holmes, G, The late Middle Ages 1275-1485, Nelson, 1967
Lockyer, R, Tudor and Stuart Britain 1471-1714, Longman, 1985

Advice on research and sources
Bristow, J, The local historian’s glossary and vade mecum Countryside Books, 2001
Carter, P, & Thompson, K, Sources for local historians, Phillimore, 2005
Hey, D, The Oxford companion to local and family history, O.U.P., 2008
Rogers, A, Approaches to local history, Longmans, 1977
Stephens, W, Sources for English local history, Phillimore, 1994
Tate, W, The Parish Chest, Phillimore, 1983

Agriculture, countryside & transport
Hindle, P, Roads and Tracks For Historians, Phillimore, 2001

Church & Law
Conssett, H, The practice of the spiritual or ecclesiastical courts, London, 1708
Cox, J, Churchwardens’ accounts from the fourteenth century to the close of the seventeenth century, Methuen, 1913
Cressy, D, Agnes Bowker’s cat: travesties and transgressions in Tudor and Stuart England, O.U.P., 2001
Cressy, D, & Ferrell, Religion and society in Early Modern England, Routledge, 2005
Cross, C, Church and people, 1450-1660: the triumph of the laity in the English church, Fontana, 1987
Duffy, E, The stripping of the altars: traditional religion in England, c.1400-c.1580, Yale University Press, 2005
Elphick, G, Sussex Bells and Belfries, Phillimore, 1970
Hair, P (ed.), Before the Bawdy Court, Elek, 1972
MacCulloch, D, Reformation: Europe’s house divided, 1490-1700, Allen Lane, 2003
Maynard Smith, H, Pre-Reformation England, Macmillan, 1938
Smith, D, Supplement to the Guide to bishops’ registers of England and Wales, Royal Historical Society, London, 2004
Swanson, R, Church and society in late medieval England, Blackwell, 1993

**Dress**
Barfoot, A, Everyday costume in Britain from the earliest times to 1900, B.T.Batsford, 1976
Clinch, G, English costume from Prehistoric times to the end of the eighteenth century, Methuen, 1909

**Economic & financial**
Clapham, J, A concise economic history of Britain, from the earliest times to A.D. 1750, C.U.P., 1966
Heard, N, Tudor economy and society, Hodder & Stoughton, 1992
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, A perspective of wages and prices, Methuen, 1981
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, Seven centuries of the prices of consumables compared with builders’ wage-rates, Economica XXIII (1956) 296-314

**Education & the written word**
Barrett, J. & Iredale, D, Discovering old handwriting, Shire, 2001
Bell, M, Understanding English spelling, Pegasus Educational, 2004
Cressy, D, Literacy and the social order: reading and writing in Tudor and Stuart England, C.U.P., 1980
Orme, N., Medieval English Schools from Roman Britain to the Renaissance, Yale University Press, 2006.

**Food**
Drummond, J, & Wilbraham, A, The Englishman’s food. A History of five centuries of English diet, revised
Hollingsworth, D, Pimlico, 1991

**Health**
Allday, R, The story of medicine, Ginn, 1969
Bean, J, Plague, Population and economic decline in the later Middle Ages, Economic History Review, 2nd series, 1962-3
Delmege, J, Towards national health: or, health and hygiene in England from Roman to Victorian times, Heinemann, 1931

**Social**
Alvey, N, From chantry to Oxfam, Phillimore, 1995
Baker, M, Folklore and customs of rural England, David & Charles, 1974
Barley, M, The English farmhouse and cottage, Sutton, 1987
Du Boulay, F, An age of ambition. English Society in the late Middle Ages, Viking Press, 1970
Leonard, E, The early history of English Poor Relief, C.U.P., 1900
Roe, F, English cottage furniture - from the earliest times to the Victorian era, Phoenix House, 1961

Works with sections of particular relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham

This list mainly consists of a subset, appropriate to this period, of the excellent bibliography Rutland in Print compiled by J.D.Bennett and published in Rutland Record 25

Clarke, A, Memorials of the Clarkes of Whissendine and Langham... published by the author, 1936
Gazeteer of markets and fairs in England and Wales to 1516, List & Index Society, Special Series, vol.33, Chippenham, 2003 (part 2, p.286 gives details re Oakham and other Rutland markets and fairs 1297-1792)
Greenhill, F, The incised slabs of Leicestershire and Rutland Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical society, 1958
Harvey, B, Westminster Abbey and its estates in the Middle Ages, Clarendon Press, 1977
Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, Boydell & Brewer, 2002
Hatcher, J, Plague, population and the rural economy 1348-1530, Macmillan, 1977
Hope, R, An inventory of the church plate in Rutland, London, 1887
Matthews, A, Calamy revised, Clarendon Press, 1934
Millward, A, A history of Leicestershire and Rutland, Phillimore, 1985
North, T, Church Bells of Rutland, Samuel Clarke, 1880
Ovens, R, & Sleath, S, Time in Rutland, Rutland Record series, RLH&RS No. 4, Oakham, 2002
Owen, D, Church and society in medieval Lincolnshire, Lincolnshire Local History Society, 1971
Page, W (ed.), Victoria County History of Rutland, Dawson, 1975
Paradise, T, Rutland churches: Langham, Oakham, 1895
Rutland Record 5, pp. 167-71, Donnelly, J: Westminster Abbey’s Oakham Manor, 1275-1535
Rutland Record 28, PP. 279-298, Rogers,A.: Some kinship wills. Good bibliography. (Not directly relevant to Langham)
Ryder, I, Common right and private interest, RLH&RS No. 8, Oakham, 2006
Tew, D, Langham and Barleythorpe in Rutland: its history, church and people, the author, c.1970
Tew, D, The parish church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Langham, Rutland, the author, c.1970
Thirsk, J, English peasant farming. The agrarian history of Lincolnshire from Tudor to recent times, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957
Traylen, A, Langham with Barleythorpe in Rutland, RLH&RS, 1975
Traylen, A, Dialect, customs and derivations in Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1990
Wright, J, The history and antiquities of the county of Rutland, London, 1684 (There are unidentified
references re property in Langham, as follows: Rem.Thes. H. 7Henry5 (1418); Bar. Eng. 2 vol. 128-9.

The internet
The website www.copac.ac.uk is particularly useful for detecting the dates of first editions of books, if these are required, and also for finding which university libraries (but including also The British Library) have copies - but notice that not all universities are included yet and Leicester University is one that is not, apart from its ‘Special Collection’. Bear in mind also that 60,000 books from the Library of Congress (and more from elsewhere) can be read on-line at www.archive.org!

There is an enormous number of additional sources accessible through the internet - so many, and of such varying quality and reliability, as to be confusing and discouraging. The Langham History Group Archivist can provide useful advice.

The site www.intute.ac.uk may be found especially helpful in identifying reliable sources. www.archiveshub.ac.uk is a national gateway to descriptions of archives in UK universities and colleges and www.history.ac.uk is well worth exploring. In particular, www.history.ac.uk/partners/bbih provides the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish history.

There is a range of important research sources currently only available through institutions which have subscribed to them. Examples are the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and JSTOR (short for Journal Storage, which archives academic journals) and EEBO (Early English Books Online). These can be used, free of charge, by members of certain group subscribers, notably those following a university course, but also by anyone prepared to sit in a British Library Reading Room.
British Library
Lambeth Palace Library
Leicester University Library
Lincolnshire Archives
Northamptonshire Record Office
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
The National Archives (TNA)
Westminster Abbey Muniments
Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources
Secondary sources
General background
Advice on research and sources
Agriculture, landscape & transport
Church & Law
Dress
Economic & Financial
Education & the written word
Food
Social
Works with sections of particularly relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham
The internet

*Please select one of the above*
**British Library**
Add.34214 Survey of Crown forests in Rutland, 1564 (not specifically Langham)
Eg. 2986 inc. Rutland administration from 1550 (not specifically Langham)
Eg.Roll 2090 Rutland 1546-7 (not specifically Langham)

**Lambeth Palace Library**
Pamphlets 1553-1692: 1547.4.04, 1547.4.16

**Leicester University Library**
Archdeacon Irons deposit (1908-1935?): MS 80. The Langham and Oakham sections have been transcribed and are published on www.... There may be small errors in transcription but Irons, himself, made errors of transcription and omission and, where possible, it is preferable to go back to the Calendars listed below or, where these do not cover the relevant items, to original sources.

**Lincolnshire Archives**
Indenture of bargain and sale 1ANC2/A/7/14 Edward Leigh of Rushall co. Stafford to Henry Presgrave of Langham co. Rutland,1594.
REG/23,24 Episcopal Register of Bishop William Smith, 1495-1513, (also on microfilms MF 6/20&21)
REG/25 Episcopal Register of Bishops Thomas Wolsey and William Atwater, 1514-1521, (also on microfilm MF 6/22)
REG/26,27 Episcopal Register of Bishop John Longland, 1521-1547, (also on microfilm MF 6/22&23)
The contents of the above registers are described in detail in: Smith, Guide to Bishops’ Registers of England and Wales

**Northamptonshire Record Office**
The ongoing (for the last 30-40 years) reorganization, reclassification, etc. of the archives continues to result in periodical changes to classification: the following list uses references acceptable in 2010 but researchers are advised to start by looking again at the current version of the catalogue before trying to order documents, using the following as a check-list. Many listed items are inadequately described so that some may well be found not relevant when investigated.
PD/AN/1-5 Visitations: Arch.3-5,7,9,10,12,13 1546-1580 and 1587-1599; X648/1 1581-1584; Corr.24,27 1590-1600
PD/CC/1 Instance Books: Inst.1,3,4-6,8-13,15,18 and Corr.22 1548-1600
PD/CC/2 Correction Books: Corr.6-9,11-12,14-21,23,23a,25,28-30,32 1572-1601
PD/CL/1 Ordinations: 1/1 1571-1595; 1/2 1599-1616
PD/CL/5 Institution Books etc.: 5/1-5 1541-1600
PD/CL/6 Institution papers: 6/4/1-2 1200-1928 (supposedly includes transcriptions from Lincoln Diocese records for the early period)
PD/CL/9 Subscription books: Misc. Book 8 1586-1596
PD/CL/10 Curacies: Misc. Book 11 1598-1636

Freda Smithson has investigated the wills at Northampton in this century (see LVHG website). References to wills at Northampton in Irons: 1533 John Ball F94; c.1550 J.Freeman R155; 1532 Barthillmew Tailor D429d; 1536 ‘two wills under Oakham’; 1544 Richard Hubarde Pet I32d; 1544 John Weyle (or Neyle) Pet I32; 1545 re Wm Brownend clerk Pet 148; 1555 Ric Dykeman, Pet I198; 1555 Henry Hill N174; 1556 Rich Chadwycke N318

**The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland**
Contents of certain ‘pink slips’ re the C16th have already been noted and published to LVHG members in connection with the C17th book, namely: DE3214/182/1,4,5,17,27,29-33

Cataloguing remains very incomplete. However the following additional ‘pink slips’ of documents are noted (Jan. 2010):

DE3214/177/14 9 Sep 1536.Filed under Brooke but possibly concerning land in Langham owned by Brooke Priory.

DE3214/182/1 15 Nov 1591. Settlement (i) Henry Lord Cromwell, (ii) Sir Drew Drewrie Lands to be settled on Gregory Cromwell, including Langham

DE3214/182/15-18 1597-1600 Defeasance of recognizance: Cromwell, Noel, Harington

DE3214/182/26-35 1565-1600. Re Presgrave’s messuage & yardland in Langham

DE3214/184/39-49 1581-1626 (though document is after 1785). Filed under Forest of Leightonfield; may contain information re Langham as once partly within Forest of Rutland or Leighton Forest.

The National Archives

C1/968/21 Court of Chancery: Six Clerks Office...defendant in Langham, Rutland. Detailed description at item level: William CLERKE, of Myssenden (rectius Whissendine ?), yeoman, v. John HYCKELING, `husbande.': Willows and implements on land demised to defendant in Langham.: RUTLAND. Date range: 1538 - 1544.

E36/55 Rutland Muster Book 1522: see below: Rutland Record Society Vol.1

E134/16Eliz/Trin4 The Queen v. Thos. Lord Cromwell: Manors of Northelinham and Beteley, and the conveyance to Thos. Parrye and John Milson of Lord Cromwell’s manors of Okeham, co. Rutland; Flittires Park, manor of Langham, co. Rutland, ... 1574.

E134/42Eliz/Trin4 The Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral Church of St. Peter, Westminster. v. Barton Burton, John Butler, John Beeston.: Right and title of the parsonage and vicarage of Okeham (Rutland) to the tithes of Egleton (Rutland?) alias Egeton, and Langham (Rutland). 1600

E179/49/8 clerical subsidy. 1562.

E179/49/11 clerical subsidy. 1561

E179/49/17A clerical subsidy 1567.

E179/49/22 clerical subsidy 1583.

E179/49/25 clerical subsidy1587.

E179/49/27 clerical subsidy. 1591.

E179/49/36 two clerical subsidies. schedule of defaulters 1596.

E179/49/36A two clerical subsidies. schedule of defaulters 1597.

E179/49/36B two clerical subsidies. schedule of defaulters 1595.

E179/49/36C two clerical subsidies. schedule of defaulters 1595.

E179/49/37 three clerical subsidies. schedule of defaulters 1598.

E179/165/106 two fifteenths and tenths. .. in two equal instalments 1512

E179/165/110 1524. (See below: Rutland Record Society Vol. 1)

E179/165/114 subsidy 1524.

E179/165/115 fifteenth and tenth 1537.

E179/165/117 subsidy over and above the fifteenth and tenth granted at the same time (qv). 1536.

E179/165/118 four fifteenths and tenths. 1541.

E179/165/119 four fifteenths and tenths. 1542

E179/165/120 four fifteenths and tenths. 1543.

E179/165/121 four fifteenths and tenths. 1544.

E179/165/123 subsidy. .. over two years, and four fifteenths and tenths. 1540

E179/165/124 subsidy. .. over two years, and four fifteenths and tenths. 154?

E179/165/128 subsidy. .. according to a complicated sliding scale of rates, 1545

E179/165/129 subsidy. ..over three years. The subsidy was to be paid according to a complicated sliding scale of rates. 1545.
benevolence from the laity .. for the defence of the recently conquered Boulogne and the continuing war with France, 1545

two fifteenths and tenths.. over two years, as well as a subsidy. 1546.
two fifteenths and tenths. 1547.
subsidy. .. over two years. The rates charged on moveable goods were 8d. per pound for goods worth £5 - 1546
'subsidy ('relief'). .. over three years. In fact, the tax was similar to a subsidy, although initially it embraced a poll tax on sheep.. 1551.
'subsidy ('relief'). .. embraced a poll tax on sheep 1550.
'subsidy ('relief'). ... over three years. In fact, the tax was similar to a subsidy, although initially it embraced a poll tax on sheep 1552

two fifteenths and tenths. 1553
two fifteenths and tenths 1555.
two fifteenths and tenths 1559.
subsidy. .. over two years. For the first time, payment of the subsidy was to be made in two unequal payments, ..1560.
two fifteenths and tenths. 1563.
two fifteenths and tenths. .. over two years. They also granted a subsidy.1564.
subsidy. This subsidy is notable as being the one in which the minimum threshold of liability on moveable goods was ...1564.
fifteenth and tenth. 1567

two fifteenths and tenths. .. over two years. On the same day they granted two fifteenths and tenths. 1571.
subsidy. .. over two years. .. on moveable goods worth £3 1568
two fifteenths and tenths.. On the same day they also granted a subsidy. 1571.
part2 two fifteenths and tenths. .. over two years. On the same day they also granted a subsidy. 1572.
subsidy 1571

two fifteenths and tenths 1576.
two fifteenths and tenths 1577.
two fifteenths and tenths.. in two equal instalments over two years. On the same day.. 1581.
two fifteenths and tenths.. in two equal instalments over two years. On the same .. 1582.
two fifteenths and tenths. .. in two equal instalments, 1585.
two fifteenths and tenths.. in two equal instalments, 1586.
two fifteenths and tenths. 1587

two fifteenths and tenths... in equal instalments, 1588.
four fifteenths and tenths On the same day they granted two subsidies. 1589.
four fifteenths and tenths & 167 four fifteenths and tenths in four equal instalments. On the same day they granted two subsidies. 1591.
four fifteenths and tenths.. in four equal instalments. On the same day they granted two subsidies.1592.
six fifteenths and tenths. .. in four unequal instalments. 1594
six fifteenths and tenths. .. in four unequal instalments. 1595.
six fifteenths and tenths. .. in four unequal instalments. 1596.
three subsidies. .. in four instalments. The first two subsidies were each to be paid in one instalment 1594.
six fifteenths and tenths. .. in three equal annual instalments. On the same day it also granted.. 1600
three subsidies. .. in three equal annual instalments. On the same day six fifteenths and tenths were voted. 1598.
three subsidies. ... in three equal annual instalments. On the same day six fifteenths and tenths were voted. 1600.
six fifteenths and tenths. 1593 - 1607.
forces loan... returns from the loan levied in autumn 1522 proved inadequate for the king’s military needs, another loan was imposed on laymen in spring 1523, 1523
E179/271/14 clerical subsidy. 1578
E179/271/15 clerical subsidy. 1579.
E179/278/37 benevolence or ‘devotion money’. In a letter from the king dated 27 July 1543, the clergy were given instructions to preach for six consecutive weeks to raise support for a crusade against the Turks, exhorting parishioners to contribute ...1543
E179/278/38 benevolence or ‘devotion money’. 1543.
E179/310/22 clerical subsidy. 1588.
E179/310/23 two clerical subsidies. 1596.
E179/364/20part2 subsidy 1525
SC2/197/83, 84 Manorial court: Egleton, Oakham with Langham, &c. 1553, 1562, 1565-6, 1569, 1580, 1590
SC6/HENVIII/6066 This reference is quoted elsewhere re the Manor of Langham but may be the wrong Langham

Westminster Abbey Muniments
WAM 20218-20336 Manor of Oakham Account Rolls and other records including extents (rentals), charters and court records mainly in the WAM 20*** series (See Rutland Record 5, Donnelly, J., below)
There is a card index of Manorial Court Rolls in the National Archives which includes a card re Oakham Court Rolls for 1495-1509, 1544-8, 1558-61, 1590-1641 (and earlier and later ones) with Westminster reference WAM 20218-20430. (However, see also Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, pp. 56-62, re Oakham Rectory: she gives guidance on various accounts in WAM 20219-20355, 23318-23451, 23692)
20640 Oakham with Barleythorpe, rental, 1513-14
31823 Schedule, under name of T. Brown, relating to recreation for tenants at Oakham and Langham (see Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, p.61)
33269-79 Onera of officers ... to the treasury of Westminster Abbey c.1500?
37264 Re Thomas Busbye 1549 (See III/55-6 below)
37268 Acquittance to bailiff Thomas Busbye from Receiver at Westminster 1549
37812 Re Thomas Busbye 1557
38036 Re Thomas Busbye 1562
38170-1 Re Thomas Busbye 1563
38990 Re Thomas Busbye 1570
II/f/152B Lease of tithes 1519-20
III/55-6 Lease of tithes of Langham (for £19 10s 1d) and Barlithorpe and Halkorne Close and Langham Mouldes to Thomas Busby of Mayford, Staffs for 41 years, 1544
VI/308 Lease in III/55-6 renewed for 41 years to Jeffrey Busby, Thomas having died. 1585. The lease continued in the Busby until 1617.

Printed transcriptions and summaries of primary sources
Brewer, J. (ed.): Letters and papers, foreign and domestic, of the reign of Henry VIII, 1862-1932
Calendar of entries in the Papal Registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland 1198-1521, HMSO & Irish Manuscript Commission, 1893-2005
Calendar of the Charter Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1215-1516, HMSO, 1903-27
Calendar of the Close Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1227-1509, Public Record Office, 1892-1972
Calendar of the Fine Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, 1216-42, 1272-1509, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1911-, 2007-
Calendar of the Patent Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office, (the final years being described as Draft of ...), 1216-1589, Public Record Office/ National Archives, 1893-1994
Leicestershire Archaeology Society Transactions Vol.XXXVII 1961-2 re The people of Rutland in 1552 - transcribed by Freda Smithson and available through LVHG
The county community under Henry VIII: the Military Survey 1522 and Lay Subsidy 1524 for Rutland. Rutland Record Society, Vol 1, 1980. Langham: pages 82-6 (Military survey) and 116 (Lay Subsidy)
Valor ecclesiasticus temp. Henry VIII, vol. 4, Record Commission (A reference to the Chapelry of Langham is reputed to appear on p.344)
There is a large range of transcribed sources relating to Lincoln diocese published by Boydell & Brewer Ltd., which are worth investigating for references to Langham. An example is:

Visitations in the Diocese of Lincoln, 1517-1531

In general, the Registrum antiquissimum of the cathedral church of Lincoln, published by the Lincoln Record Society, should be investigated.

Secondary sources

No attempt has been made, in the list below, to distinguish between works in which only a few pages or just one or two index entries may be found useful, and those which will merit thorough study. Some of the books recommended have been in bibliographies for many years and, although they may not represent the latest historical viewpoint, are included because many previous researchers have found them particularly helpful. The date of publication given is usually the date of a recent edition if there have been several.

General background

Lockyer, R, Tudor and Stuart Britain 1471-1714, Longman, 1985
Williams, P, The later Tudors 1547-1603, O.U.P., 1998

Advice on research and sources

Bristow, J, The local historian's glossary and vade mecum Countryside Books, 2001
Carter, P, & Thompson, K, Sources for local historians, Phillimore, 2005
Hey, D, The Oxford companion to local and family history, O.U.P., 2008
Rogers, A, Approaches to local history, Longmans, 1977
Stephens, W, Sources for English local history, Phillimore, 1994
Tate, W, The Parish Chest, Phillimore, 1983

Agriculture, Countryside & Transport

Fox, H, & Butlin, R, Change in the countryside: essays on rural England 1500-1900, Institute of British Geographers, London, 1979
Hindle, P, Roads and Tracks For Historians, Phillimore, 2001
Markham, G, Markhams farwell to husbandry, London, 1625
Skelton, R, County atlases of the British Isles, 1579-1703, Dawson, 1978
Thirsk, J, English peasant farming. The agrarian history of Lincolnshire from Tudor to recent times, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957

Church & Law

Aston, N, & Cragoe, M (ed.), Anticlericalism c.1500-1914 (Stroud 2000)
Consett, H, The practice of the spiritual or ecclesiastical courts, London, 1708
Cox, J, Churchwardens' accounts from the fourteenth century to the close of the seventeenth century, Methuen, 1913
Cressy, D, Bonfires and bells: national memory and the Protestant calendar in Elizabethan and Stuart England (London 1989)
Cressy, D, Agnes Bowker's cat: travesties and transgressions in Tudor and Stuart England, O.U.P., 2001
Cressy, D, Bonfires and bells: national memory and the Protestant calendar in Elizabethan and Stuart England, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1989
Cressy, D, & Ferrell, Religion and society in Early Modern England, Routledge, 2005
Cross, C, Church and people, 1450-1660: the triumph of the laity in the English church, Fontana, 1987
Duffy, E, The stripping of the altars: traditional religion in England, c.1400-c.1580, Yale University Press, 2005
Elphick, G, Sussex Bells and Belfries, Phillimore, 1970
Gardiner, S (ed.), The constitutional documents of the Puritan Revolution (Oxford 1906)
Hair, P (ed.), Before the Bawdy Court, Elek, 1972
MacCulloch, D, Reformation: Europe's house divided, 1490-1700, Allen Lane, 2003
O'Day, R, The English Clergy. The emergence and consolidation of a profession 1558-1642, (Leicester 1979)
(Peterborough, Diocese of), Articles to Bee enquired of by the Churchwardens and Swornmen within the Diocese of Peterborough ... 1594, Peterborough, 1594
Smith, D, Supplement to the Guide to bishops' registers of England and Wales, Royal Historical Society, London, 2004
Sternhold, T, & Hopkins, J, (eds.), The whole booke of Psalmes ..., London, 1579
Swanson, R, Church and society in late medieval England, Blackwell, 1993

Dress
Barfoot, A, Everyday costume in Britain from the earliest times to 1900, B.T.Batsford, 1976
Clinch, G, English costume from Prehistoric times to the end of the eighteenth century, Methuen, 1909

Economic & financial
Clapham, J, A concise economic history of Britain, from the earliest times to A.D. 1750, C.U.P., 1966
Dietz, F, English public finance 1558-1641, Cass, 1964
Heard, N, Tudor economy and society, Hodder & Stoughton, 1992
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, A perspective of wages and prices, Methuen, 1981
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, Seven centuries of the prices of consumables compared with builders' wage-rates, Economica XXIII, 1956, 296-314
Woodward, D, The assessment of wages by J.Ps 1563-1813, The Local Historian 8, 1969
**Education & the written word**

Barrett, J. & Iredale, D, Discovering old handwriting, Shire, 2001

Bell, M, Understanding English spelling, Pegasus Educational, 2004


Curtis, S, History of Education in Great Britain, University Tutorial Press, 1967

Cressy, D, Literacy and the social order: reading and writing in Tudor and Stuart England, C.U.P., 1980

Orme, N, Medieval English Schools from Roman Britain to the Renaissance, Yale University Press, 2006


Shearing, D, A study of Education in the Peterborough Diocese, 1561-1700, University of Nottingham, Ph.D. thesis, 1982 (available in the Northamptonshire Record Office)

**Food**

Dawson, T, The good huswifes jewel, London, 1596; (as The good housewife’s jewel), Southover Press, 2002


Peachey, S, Cooking techniques and equipment, 1580-1660, Stuart Press, 1994

Peachey, S, Farmhouse and cottage gardens, 1580-1660, Stuart Press, 1996


**Health**

Allday, R, The story of medicine, Ginn, 1969

Delmege, J, Towards national health: or, health and hygiene in England from Roman to Victorian times, Heinemann, 1931


**Social**

Alvey, N, From chantry to Oxfam, Phillimore, 1995

Baker, M, Folklore and customs of rural England, David & Charles, 1974

Barley, M, The English farmhouse and cottage, Sutton, 1987


Botelho, L, Old age and the English Poor Law, 1500-1700, Boydell Press, 2004


Laurence, A, Women in England (1500-1760), Phoenix, 1996

Leonard, E, The early history of English Poor Relief, C.U.P., 1900

Peachey, S, Labourers, 1580-1660, Stuart Press, 2000


Roe, F, English cottage furniture - from the earliest times to the Victorian era, Phoenix, 1961


**Works with sections of particular relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham**

This list mainly consists of a subset, appropriate to this period, of the excellent bibliography Rutland in Print compiled by J.D.Bennett and published in Rutland Record 25


Barker, T, The rates of wages and servants, labourers and artificers, set down and assessed at Oakham, within the county of Rutland by the justices of the peace there, the 28th day of April, Anno Domini 1610, Archaeologia XI, 1794, 200-7
Burghill, F et al., The visitation of the County of Rutland: begun by Fran. Burghill..., Harleian Society, London, 1922
Clarke, A, Memorials of the Clarkes of Whissendine and Langham..., published by the author, 1936
Cornwall, J (ed.), Tudor Rutland: the county community under Henry VIII; the military survey 1522 and lay subsidy 1524-1525 for Rutland, Rutland Record Society, 1980
[D'Arcy, R.,] Memoirs and Records of the Northamptonshire and Rutland militia..., Edward Stanford, 1873
Duffy, E, The stripping of the altars: traditional religion in England, c.1400-c.1580, Yale University Press, 2005
Finch, P, History of Burley-on-the-hill, Rutland, with a short account of the owners, London, 1901
Gazetteer of markets and fairs in England and Wales to 1516, List & Index Society, Special Series, vol.33, Chippenham, 2003 (part 2, p.286 gives details re Oakham and other Rutland markets and fairs 1297-1792)
Gibson, T, A fruitful sermon preached at Occham in the countie of Rutland, the 2 November 1583, London, 1584
Goldmark, M, & Traylen, A, Maps of Rutland, 1579 to 1845, Spiegl Press, 1985
Greenhill, F, The incised slabs of Leicestershire and Rutland Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical society, 1958
Harvey, B, Westminster Abbey and its estates in the Middle Ages, Clarendon Press, 1977
Harvey, B.: The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey, Boydell & Brewer, 2002
Haigh, C, English Reformations, Clarendon Press, 1993
Hatcher, J, Plague, population and the rural economy 1348-1530, Macmillan, 1977
Henry, D, Wind and watermills of Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1988
Hope, R, An inventory of the church plate in Rutland, London, 1887
Hoskins, W, Essays in Leicestershire history: V. The Leicestershire farmer in the sixteenth century, University Press of Liverpool, 1950
Langham Village History Group, The Life and families of 17th century Langham, LVHG, 2009
Longden, H, Northamptonshire and Rutland clergy from 1500, Northamptonshire Record Society, 1952
Matthews, A, Calamy revised, Clarendon Press, 1934
Millward, A, A history of Leicestershire and Rutland, Phillimore, 1985
North, T, Church Bells of Rutland, Samuel Clarke, 1880
Ovens, R, & Sleath, S, Time in Rutland, Rutland Record series, RLH&RS No. 4, Oakham, 2002
Page, W (ed.), Victoria County History of Rutland, Dawson, 1975
Paradise, T, Rutland churches: Langham, Oakham, 1895
Parkin, D, The History of the Hospital of St. John the Evangelist and of St. Anne in Okeham, RLH&RS No. 6, Oakham, 2000
Phillimore, W (ed.), A calendar of Wills relating to the Counties of Northampton and Rutland ... 1510-1562, British Record Society, 1888
Rutland Record 5 pp. 167-71, Donnelly, J, Westminster Abbey’s Oakham Manor, 1275-1535
Rutland Record 28 Rogers: Some kinship wills. Good bibliography. (Not directly relevant to Langham)
Rutland Magazine and County Historical Record 1911-12 pp.29-32 An episcopal visitation in 1570. Not specifically Langham but gives Thomas Thickpenny as Langham curate in 1598.
Ryder, I, Common right and private interest, RLH&RS No. 8, Oakham, 2006
Shearing, D, Education in Rutland in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in The Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society Transactions, No.50, 1979-80, pp.38-48
Sheils, W, The puritans in the Diocese of Peterborough 1558-1610, Northamptonshire Record Society, 1979
The internet

The website www.copac.ac.uk is particularly useful for detecting the dates of first editions of books, if these are required, and also for finding which university libraries (but including also The British Library) have copies - but notice that not all universities are included yet and Leicester University is one that is not, apart from its ‘Special Collection’. Bear in mind also that 60,000 books from the Library of Congress (and more from elsewhere) can be read on-line at www.archive.org!

There is an enormous number of additional sources accessible through the internet - so many, and of such varying quality and reliability, as to be confusing and discouraging. The Langham History Group Archivist can provide useful advice.

The site www.intute.ac.uk may be found especially helpful in identifying reliable sources. www.archiveshub.ac.uk is a national gateway to descriptions of archives in UK universities and colleges and www.history.ac.uk is well worth exploring. In particular, www.history.ac.uk/partners/bbih provides the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish history.

There is a range of important research sources currently only available through institutions which have subscribed to them. Examples are the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and JSTOR (short for Journal Storage, which archives academic journals) and EEBO (Early English Books Online). These can be used, free of charge, by members of certain group subscribers, notably those following a university course, but also by anyone prepared to sit in a British Library Reading Room.
British Library
East Sussex Record Office
Lincolnshire Archives
London Metropolitan Archives
Northamptonshire Record Office
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
Westminster Abbey Muniments
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The internet

Please select one of the above
Langham Sources 18th century

British Library
Burn, Richard: The justice of the peace and parish officer London, 1800 Vol.3 p.476 image 483 re M22 G3 Wm Ellingworth removed from Deanshold to Langham under 'Poor'- settlement by apprenticeship, taken from Cal Cas 126 (this reference not identified). BL Electronic resources: Eighteenth century collections on-line (ECCO).

Great Britain Parliament, A bill for repairing and widening the road from the North End of Bridgeford-Lane in the County of Nottingham ... to the Bowling Green at Kettering (via Langham), 1758 (shows importance of road thro Langham) Gale doc CW3324017517 page 1 image 5 BL Electronic resources: Eighteenth century collections on-line (ECCO).

Lansdowne 991; 1039 f.167 (re petition to Bishop Kennett from Langham parishioners against Mr Warburton, vicar, in 1728).

East Sussex Record Office
FRE/8287 & 8288
Cold Overton and Sapcote estates: mortgages wine-merchant, Elizabeth Logan of Kirkby Mallory, spinster and Ann Logan of Leicester, spinster (FRE/8287). On 10 January 1721 Hopkin Thomas, rector of Kirkby Mallory, one of the trustees, assigned it to Francis St John of Langham, Rutland (FRE/8288)...

Lincolnshire Archives
3ANC1/38 History of some land in Langham, 1684-1853; includes the name of Clitherow: see below.
3ANC1/40/8/12 Charge of £5000 on the Manor of Langham by the Earl of Gainsborough, 1709, in connection with a loan from the Duke of Rutland - photo in LVHG archive

London Metropolitan Archives
ACC/1360 Re the Clitherow family who held land in Middlesex, mainly in the parishes of Ealing, Hanwell, Isleworth and Hayes. They also purchased or inherited from other members of the Clitherow family land in Pinner, estates at Langham in Rutland, Lolo in Northamptonshire, Keyston in Huntingdonshire, Date range: 1451 - 1921. See esp. leases, 1718-23, in ACC/1386/249

Northamptonshire Record Office
The ongoing (for the last 30-40 years) reorganization, reclassification, etc. of the archives continues to result in periodical changes to classification: the following list uses references acceptable in 2010 but researchers are advised to start by looking again at the current version of the catalogue before trying to order documents, using the following as a check-list. Many listed items are inadequately described so that some may well be found not relevant when investigated.

PD/A/1-4 Admin. (licences etc.): Misc.Bun.6(Appointment of schoolmasters 1689-1842),6a(testimonials and applications for midwives 1708-1829),7(Licences for Parish Clerks, etc 1711-1847),8b(testimonials and applications for surgeons 1715-1779),17(meeting house certificates 1771-1780)

PD/AN/1-5 Visitations: Vis.20a(1711-15) and a series of unnumbered Visitation Books 1700-1857 (those for 1759-1848 should be ordered as ML 1021-1028)

PD/B/1 Church Survey Books: X3594 may contain relevant vol. for 1718-1719
PD/B/2 Glebe Terriers: X624-7 1786


PD/CC/5 Consistory court, etc.: Misc.Bun.2(1719-1825),3(1742-1810),4(1751-1807),5(1755,1775),9(1742-1776),10(1780-1814),11(1765-1835),12(1736-1783),20(1749-1839),23(1670-1799),26(1738-1830)

PD/CC/8-9 Marriage licences and bonds: Unlisted bundles for eastern Deanery for 1700-1800

PD/CC/10 Testamentary records: Misc.bun.16(1729-1803),28a(1744-1838)

PD/CL/3-4 Presentations: 422/1-11 (Oakham:1691-1935)

PD/CL/5 Institution books & proceedings: 5/8-10(1685-1839),5/10-12(1764-1880)

PD/CL/6 Institution papers: 6/4/1-2(1220-1928)

PD/CL/9 Subscription books: X961/4-7(1691-1728), ML724-7(1729-1800),ML729(1677-1807)

PD/CL/10 Curacies: Misc.Doc.34 1723-1726
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland

DE598/3 Copy of Oakham cum Barlythorp Manor Court Roll admission 1727 - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE1381/384 Oakham Lordshold Manorial Records 1791-1815
DE1381/541-7 Oakham Court Rolls and index books 1713-64
DE1797/4/126 [R.57.12.47] Lease 1711/12 by Christopher Clitheroe to Thomas Wedd of Langham, of pasture in Langham - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE1797/4/127 [R.57.12.47] Amendment to lease above 1715/16: leave to plough for an additional year
DE1797/4/128 [L.60.6] Manor of Langham: View of Frankpledge and Great Court Baron of Earl of Gainsborough
DE1797/4/128/3 [L.60.6] Surrender 1731. John Coles to himself & wife Mary, re Langham property - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE1797/4/128/4-7 [L.60.6] Langham Court Roll 1731 and court papers 1731-3 - Digital image in LVHG archive
There could be further information relevant to Langham in DE1797
DE2150 Langham Parish Records 1559-1974 deposited by the Rev. AJF Dudley (Some items as digital image in LVHG archive)
DE2150 4-6 & 11-12 Registers
DE2150 14 Schedule of registers and communion plate, - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE2150 15 Churchwardens’ accounts (1782-1846), - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE2267/1-14 Rutland Society for Industry (Society for Promoting Industry among the Infant Poor in the County of Rutland) Minute books including premiums awarded. 1785-1916 1-7 - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE2374 papers of Adam & Sons, solicitors, 1675-1970 is reputed to include some ‘Oakham manorial papers’.
DE3214/M59 Map of Langham 1760 - Partial digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/41/27. 1714. 99 year lease of Spring Close to Ben Boyden of Exton - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/41/28. 1706. 99 year lease of messuage & Cottage with adjoining land at Home Close, Langham to Mary Beaver - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/65/4. 1747. Re tithes, Halkhorn Yard, leased from Westminster. - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/65/5. 1727. Surrender (Cheseldine) & Admission (Richardson) - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/65/6. 1755. Surrender (Castledine) & Admission (Castledine) - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/121/41 1707. Grant of a life annuity of £50 by Baptist, Earl of Gainsborough to a servant of the Duke of Rutland, out of the Manor of Langham. - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/131/55 1708. 21 year lease of Foxholes Close, 55a to Thomas Sewell. - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/184/54. 1722/3. Re tithes, Halkhorn Yard, leased from Westminster. - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/527/6. 1728. Re tithes, Halkhorn Yard, leased from Westminster. - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/531/13. 1704. Surrender (Flaxman) & Admission (Chisledine) - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/531/14. 1716-65. Surrender & admission (Persevall, Sharpe, Williamson) - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/531/15. 1745-89. Surrender & Admission (Richardson, Castledine, Roe) - Digital image in LVHG archive
DE3214/537/1-3 1757 and 1798. Surrender and admission of the same Langham property - from Cole to Cramp and from Cramp to Chamberlain (further history of this property continues in 537/4-6)
DE3214/548/7-9 1794. Re tithes, Halkhorn Yard, leased from Westminster.
DE3214 A card index of Manorial Court Rolls in The National Archives records, under DE3214, Langham Court Rolls for 1744-8, with other manors. The back of the index card says: NRA 41841 Noel.

More Exton papers (DE3214) should become available in due course.

DE 6105/3, Manorial Records including Langham 1715-33.

DG11/878 Assignment 1717. Property in Lyndon assigned to Henry Hubbard of Langham: consideration £500
QS64/2/2/2 Original memorial 1776: William Gilson of Langham photographed for LVHG

The following records, possibly of relevance to Langham and previously mainly classified under DE1381, have been reclassified as shown but there is some confusion and lack of clarity in the relevant file entries:
Westminster Abbey Muniments

There is a card index of Manorial Court Rolls in the National Archives which includes a card re Oakham Court Rolls 1691-1705 and 1723-1803 (and earlier) with Westminster reference 20218-20430.

Deeds and estate papers 34690 (the above card index seems also to indicate that this reference includes Manor Court Rolls for Oakham with Barleythorpe with period range 1663-1938)

141346 31 May 1754 Countess Dowager of Gainsborough Lease
141347 6 Jun 1765 Earl of Gainsborough Lease 8c cpt.
141348 18 Apl 1772 Do. Do.
141349 31 May 1780 Do. Do.
141350 6 Jun 1787 Do. Do.
141351 29 Jly 1794 Do. Cpt. lease
145840 1628 to 1856 Surveys, valuations, terriers &c. Brook & Langham parishes
XXVIII 123 Lease of tithes and closes to Hon. John Noel 1711
XXX 155 Portion of tithes to Hon. Susan Noel
XXXIII 173 Portion of tithes to Dorothy Countess Dowager of Gainsborough 1728

Secondary sources

No attempt has been made, in the list below, to distinguish between works in which only a few pages or just one or two index entries may be found useful, and those which will merit thorough study. Some of the books recommended have been in bibliographies for many years and, although they may not represent the latest historical viewpoint, are included because many previous researchers have found them particularly helpful. The date of publication given is usually the date of a recent edition if there have been several.

General Background

Clark, G, The later Stuarts, 1600-1714, Clarendon Press, 1965
Kishlansky, M, A monarchy transformed, Britain 1603-1714, Penguin, 1997
Lockyer, R, Tudor and Stuart Britain 1471-1714, Longman, 1985

Advice on research and sources

Bristow, J, The local historian’s glossary and vade mecum Countryside Books, 2001
Carter, P, & Thompson, K, Sources for local historians, Phillimore, 2005
Hey, D, The Oxford companion to local and family history, O.U.P., 2008
Rogers, A, Approaches to local history, Longmans, 1977
Stephens, W, Sources for English local history, Phillimore, 1994
Tate, W, The Parish Chest, Phillimore, 1983

Agriculture, landscape and transport

Fox, H, & Butlin, R, Change in the countryside: essays on rural England 1500-1900, Institute of British Geographers, London, 1979
Gerhold, D, Carriers And Coachmasters. Trade And Travel Before The Turnpikes, Phillimore, 2005
Hindle, P, Roads and Tracks For Historians, Phillimore, 2001
Thirk, J, English peasant farming. The agrarian history of Lincolnshire from Tudor to recent times, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957

Church & Law
Aston, N, & Cragoe, M (ed.), Anticlericalism c.1500-1914, Sutton, 2000
Conssett, H, The practice of the spiritual or ecclesiastical courts, London, 1708
Elphick, G, Sussex Bells and Belfries, Phillimore, 1970
Hair, P (ed.), Before the Bawdy Court, Elek, 1972
Turner, G, Original records of early Nonconformity, London, 1911-14

Dress
Barfoot, A, Everyday costume in Britain from the earliest times to 1900, B.T.Batsford, 1976
Clinch, G, English costume from Prehistoric times to the end of the eighteenth century, Methuen, 1909

Economic & financial
Clapham, J, A concise economic history of Britain, from the earliest times to A.D. 1750, C.U.P., 1966
Gibson, J, Medlycott, M, & Mills, D, Land and Window Tax Assessments Federation of Family History Societies, 2004
Ginter, D, A measure of wealth: the English Land Tax in historical analysis Hambleton, 1992
King, G, Natural and political observations and conclusions upon the state of England, London, 1696
Lemire, B, The business of everyday life ... c.1600-1900, Manchester University Press, 2005
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, A perspective of wages and prices Methuen, 1981
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, Seven centuries of the prices of consumables compared with builders' wage-rates, Economica XXIII (1956) 296-314
Smith, A, An Inquiry into the nature and causes of the Wealth of Nations, Dublin, 1776
Woodward, D, The assessment of wages by JPs 1563-1813 The Local Historian, 8, 1969

Education & the written word
Barrett, J. & Iredale, D, Discovering old handwriting, Shire, 2001
Bell, M, Understanding English spelling, Pegasus Educational, 2004
Curtis, S, History of Education in Great Britain, University Tutorial Press, 1967

Food

Health
Allday, R, The story of medicine, Ginn, 1969
Delmege, J, Towards national health: or, health and hygiene in England from Roman to Victorian times, Heinemann, 1931

Social
Alvey, N, From chantry to Oxfam, Phillimore, 1995
Baker, M, Folklore and customs of rural England, David & Charles, 1974
Barley, M, The English farmhouse and cottage, Sutton, 1987
Green, H, Village life in the eighteenth century, Longman, 1976
Laurence, A, Women in England (1500-1760), Phoenix, 1996
Leonard, E, The early history of English Poor Relief, C.U.P., 1900
Roe, F, English cottage furniture - from the earliest times to the Victorian era, Phoenix, 1961

Works with sections of particular relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham
This list mainly consists of a subset, appropriate to this period, of the excellent bibliography Rutland in Print compiled by J.D.Bennett and published in Rutland Record 25
Browning, D (Ed.), The registers of All Saints Parish Church, Oakham ... Marriages, 1754-1837, ... University of Leicester Genealogical Society, 1979
Cecil, W, Records of the Services of the Northamptonshire and Rutland militia from 1756 to 1789, Cordeaux & Sons, 1890
Clarke, A, Memorials of the Clarkes of Whissendine and Langham..., the author, 1936
Clough, T (ed.), The 1712 Land Tax Assessments and the 1710 Poll Book for Rutland, RLH&RS, 2005
Cooke, G, Topographical and statistical description of the county of Rutland London, 1820
Crutchley, J, General view of the agriculture of the county of Rutland..., London, 1794
[D'Arcy, R.] Memoirs and Records of the Northamptonshire and Rutland militia..., Edward Stanford, 1873
Davidson, H, Choirs, bands and organs: a history of church music in Northamptonshire and Rutland, Positif, 2003
Endowed Charities: County of Rutland, general digest, 1868; supplementary digest 1889, Charity Commissioners, 1868 & 1889
Finch, P, History of Burley-on-the-hill, Rutland, with a short account of the owners, London, 1901
Gazeteer of markets and fairs in England and Wales to 1516, List & Index Society, Special Series, vol.33, Chippenham, 2003 (part 2, p.286 gives details re Oakham and other Rutland markets and fairs 1297-1792)
Goldmark, M, & Traylen, A, Maps of Rutland, 1579 to 1845, Spiegl Press, 1985
Henry, D, Wind and watermills of Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1988
Hope, R, An inventory of the church plate in Rutland, London, 1887
Jones, G, Quarter Sessions Records in the Leicestershire Record Office, Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries,
and Records Service, 1985

Kelly, W, By-laws of the Provincial Grand Lodge of Leicestershire and Rutland, to which is added a history of Freemasonry in the Province..., J&T Spencer, 1870

Langham Village History Group, The Life and families of 17th century Langham, LVHG, 2009

Leicestershire Military Index (includes Rutland), Leicestershire Family History Society, 1986-90

Leicestershire & Rutland Family History Society The Rutland Marriage Index, 1754-1837, L&RFHS, c.1991-3

Lincoln, Rutland & Stamford Mercury, 1784-

Longden, H, Northamptonshire and Rutland clergy from 1500, Northamptonshire Record Society, 1952

Markham, C, The history of the Northamptonshire and Rutland militia..., Reeves & Turner, 1924

Matthews, A, Calamy revised, Clarendon Press, 1934


Millward, A, A history of Leicestershire and Rutland, Phillimore, 1985


Noel, E. Some letters and records of the Noel family, J. Nisbet, 1910

Noel, G, Sir Gerard Noel, MP, and the Noels of Chipping Campden and Exton, Campden Historical and Archaeological Society, 2004

North, T, Church Bells of Rutland, Samuel Clarke, 1880

Ovens, R, & Sleath, S, Time in Rutland, Rutland Record series, RLH&RS No. 4, Oakham, 2002


Page, W (ed.), Victoria County History of Rutland, Dawson, 1975


Paradise, T, Rutland churches: Langham, Oakham, 1895

Parkin, D, The History of the Hospital of St. John the Evangelist and of St. Anne in Okeham, RLH&RS No. 6, Oakham, 2000

Parkinson, R, A general view of the agriculture of the county of Rutland, London, 1808


Phillips, G (ed.), The Rutland magazine and County Historical Record 1909-10 p.43 et seq. The annals of Rutland lists many documents no longer extant including Quarter Session rolls from 1756;1905-6 pp.137-141 The Rudkins of Rutland has occasional relevance to Langham (also 1909-10 pp.141-150, 167-177, 202-208, 234-243);1909-10 pp.181-187 The annals of Rutland (continued), ‘compiled from the Quarter Session Records by G. Phillips’ esp. Sacramental Certificates.

Rutland Record 15 pp.207-212 Rutland elections in the early eighteenth century, esp. based on LRO Finch MSS Box 4969 Rut2. (Not directly relevant to Langham)

Rutland Record 23: Tomalin, P, The state of some Rutland churches in 1705: the Rutland returns in Notitia Parochialis Rutland Record 27 pp.231-5 Jenkins: Rutland passes muster: aspects of the militia, drawing on (e.g.): LRO DG7/Rut5/1/1-7 (1794-1826); Militia roll of 1779-83 published in Browning, D.J. (ed.): The registers of All Saints Parish Church Oakham ... marriages 1784-1837, Leicester University Genealogical Society 1979. (Not directly relevant to Langham)

Ryder, I, Common right and private interest, RLH&RS No. 8, Oakham, 2006


Simpson, J, Obituary and Records for the Counties of Lincoln, Rutland, ... to the end of 1859, W.R.Newcomb, 1861


Stell, C, Nonconformist chapels and meeting houses: Northamptonshire and Rutland, HMSO, 1986


Tew, D, Langham and Barleythorpe in Rutland: its history, church and people, the author, c.1970

Tew, D, The parish church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Langham, Rutland, the author, c.1970

Thirsk, J, English peasant farming. The agrarian history of Lincolnshire from Tudor to recent times, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957
Traylen, A, Langham with Barleythorpe in Rutland, RLH&RS, 1975
Traylen, A, Dialect, customs and derivations in Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1990
Traylen, A, Village schools of Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1999
Traylen, A, Turnpikes and Royal Mail in Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1982
Welch, C, Early nonconformity in Leicestershire, Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society, XXXVII, 1963
Woodward, D, The assessment of wages by J.P.s 1563-1813 in The Local Historian 8, 1969
Wright, J, The history and antiquities of the County of Rutland, London ... additions of 1714 and 1788 in editions of those dates

The internet
The website www.copac.ac.uk is particularly useful for detecting the dates of first editions of books, if these are required, and also for finding which university libraries (but including also The British Library) have copies - but notice that not all universities are included yet and Leicester University is one that is not, apart from its ‘Special Collection’. Bear in mind also that 60,000 books from the Library of Congress (and more from elsewhere) can be read on-line at www.archive.org!
There is an enormous number of additional sources accessible through the internet - so many, and of such varying quality and reliability, as to be confusing and discouraging. The Langham History Group Archivist can provide useful advice.
The site www.intute.ac.uk may be found especially helpful in identifying reliable sources. www.archiveshub.ac.uk is a national gateway to descriptions of archives in UK universities and colleges and www.history.ac.uk is well worth exploring. In particular, www.history.ac.uk/partners/bbih provides the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish history.
There is a range of important research sources currently only available through institutions which have subscribed to them. Examples are the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and JSTOR (short for Journal Storage, which archives academic journals) and EEBO (Early English Books Online). These can be used, free of charge, by members of certain group subscribers, notably those following a university course, but also by anyone prepared to sit in a British Library Reading Room.
19th Century

British Library
East Sussex Record Office
Lincolnshire Archives
London Metropolitan Archives
Northamptonshire Record Office
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
The National Archives
Westminster Abbey Muniments
Secondary sources
General background
Advice on research and sources
Agriculture, landscape & transport
Church & Law
Dress
Economic & Financial
Education & the written word
Food
Health
Social
Works with sections of particularly relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham
The internet

Please select one of the above
British Library
Add Mss 37256 f.111; 37257 f.119: Langham Church architectural notes 1849, 1862
Add Mss 37258 f.19: Langham Church restoration 1893
Add Mss 37251 ff 27 b - 29: Langham Church photos, late C19th.

East Sussex Record Office
FRE/8491 - 8495 Additions to the estate: Messuage and land, Knossington Robert Tyler the elder of Pickwell, grazier... mortgaged the property on 12 May 1821 to John Messing of Langham, Rutland.

Lincolnshire Archives
ANC2/B/24 Langham leases 1810 - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
ANCX/B/1 Langham leases 1810 - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
3ANC1/38 Langham land history esp.Clitherow family. 1684 - 1853
3ANC4/15, 26 & 27 Summary of the Earl of Ancaster’s land holdings in Langham, 1809, 1812, 1814 and 1830 including a name list for the last - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
5ANC1/6/56 inc. Langham 1856 - 9
5ANC7/A/10/1 Langham lease 1810 - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
5ANC5/B/3/3/5 Map, 1823, of the Earl of Ancaster’s land holdings in Langham, with names of tenants and areas - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
5ANC5/B/3/3/6 Rough plan, possibly sketch of 5ANC5/B/3/3/5
5ANC5/B/24 - 6 Langham lateC19 - earlyC20
5ANC7/A/10/1 Langham lease 1810 - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
9ANC1/B/19 Surveys re Earl of Ancaster’s land holdings in Langham 1838 - 1903
9ANC2/A/3/20 Mortgage, Gainsborough et al. to Ancaster, 1899, re land on railway side of Oakham - Ashwell Road, opposite the prison site - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive
9ANC2/H/10/7 Conveyance and correspondence 1889 - 90: land sold to the Cottesmore Hunt by Ancaster for kennels etc. - Digital image(s) in LVHG archive

London Metropolitan Archives
ACC/1386/0388 Mortgage involving Daniel Gardner Freer of Langham House (Clitherow family archives)

Northamptonshire Record Office
The ongoing (for the last 30-40 years) reorganization, reclassification, etc. of the archives continues to result in periodical changes to classification: the following list uses references acceptable in 2010 but researchers are advised to start by looking again at the current version of the catalogue before trying to order documents, using the following as a check-list. Many listed items are inadequately described so that some may well be found not relevant when investigated.

PD/A/1-4 Admin. (licences etc.): Misc.Bun.6(Appointment of schoolmasters 1689-1842),6a(testimonials and applications for midwives 1708-1829),7(Licences for Parish Clerks, etc 1711-1847),17(meeting house certificates 1813-1852)

PD/AN/1-5 Visitations: Visitation Act Books X4118-22(1848-1929) & a series of unnumbered Visitation Books 1700-1857 (those for 1759-1848 should be ordered as ML 1021-1028); ML804,802/1-5,803,805-20,821/1-2,822-4 (churchwardens returns) 1842-1879

PD/AO/1-4 Archdeaconry of Oakham(1876-) visitations: X4143-53(Visitation papers) 1876-1930; ML826-8(Articles of enquiry) 1876-1879

PD/B/2 Glebe Terriers: X624-7 1816,1820
PD/B/5-6 Tithe maps: T.282 Langham tithe map c.1841 (see LVHG website)

PD/BV/3 Visitations call books: ML604-24 (including lists of incumbents, curates and churchwardens) 1846-1900
PD/BV/4 Articles of enquiry; incumbents & churchwardens’ returns: BoxX917-9, Misc.L.587,590,592,593, 595-7,599,600,602,603 (1846-1900)
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland

DE1381/384 - 91 Oakham Manorial Records 1791 - 1935. (A card in the Manorial Documents Register in the National Archives says that Leicester Record Office has Oakham Manorial Records 1713 - 1935, but gives no reference.) Suspected to be all Oakham Lordship and not relevant to Langham. Specimen page of 388 in LVHG digital archive

DE1381/401 - 415 Oakham Union Poor Law minute books 1836 - 1900. 403 (1842 - 45) and 404 (1846 - 50): Notes made and digital images in LVHG archive

DE1381/515 Langham: Apportionment of Rent Charge in lieu of tithes 1841 (without map)

DE1797/1/15 1816 Notice of sale of Gainsborough estates including some in Rutland

DE1797/1/16 1842 Re Gainsborough estates, including Rutland

DE1797/4/129 – 130 [L.57] 1876 Draft grant and copy of grant (with rough plan) by Earl of Gainsborough to Vicar & Churchwardens of Langham of Langham School and schoolhouse

DE1797/4/131 [L.57] 1883 Schedule of deeds re parish schools at various villages including Langham

DE1797/4/132 [L.57] 1892 Opinion re rights of Langham School Trustees re a wall on Col. Jervoise’s frontage

There could be further information relevant to Langham in DE1797

DE 2150 Langham Parish Records 1559 - 1974 deposited by the Rev. AJF Dudley

DE2150 6 - 10 & 12 - 13 Registers

DE2150 14 Schedule of registers and communion plate, digital images in LVHG archive

DE2150 15 - 17 Account books & vestry notes etc., 15 - 16 digital images up to 1900 in LVHG archive (very little of this century in 17)

DE2150 Grant of school 1876

DE2267/1 - 14 Rutland Society for Industry (Society for Promoting Industry among the Infant Poor in the County of Rutland) Minute books including premiums awarded. 1785 - 1916 3 - 7 (C19th) digital images in LVHG archive

DE2374 papers of Adam & Sons, solicitors, 1675 - 1970 is reputed to include some ‘Oakham manorial papers’.

DE2980/2,3,5 Preachers’ books, starting 1868

DE3214/18/1 - 10. 1846 - 82. Various dealings within the Gainsborough family & others, some re deaths, re Langham.

DE3214/19/19 - 21. 1846, 1872, 1873. Various dealings within the Gainsborough family & others, re Langham.

DE3214/49/10. 1810. Lifetime lease (Heathcote, Thomas Wilson, to Andrew), land in Langham

DE3214/122/8. 1813. Draft praecipe, Noel & Rudkin, re Langham

DE3214/255/1 - 2. 1858. Lease of land in Langham to RWBaker

DE3214/531/16. 1840. Surrender (Dorman) & Admission (RWBaker)

DE3214/537/4 - 6 1825 and 1830. Surrender and admission of the same Langham property - from Chamberlain to Messing and from Hawley & Butt to Benner (previous history of this property in found in 537/1 - 3)


More Exton papers (DE3214) should become available in due course.

DE3302 Register of marriages from 1837

DE3358/3 Charities account book from 1884
DE3533 Records of Carlton Hayes Hospital Narborough, formerly Leicestershire and Rutland Mental Hospital and Leicestershire and Rutland Lunatic Asylum 1836 - 1989 (Advice on tracing individual patients is given in the file)

DE3960 Faculty 1801 for taking down north side of church, digital images in LVHG archive

DE5037/1 - 15 Land Tax assessments for Barleythorpe 1812 - 37

DG11/1041 - 2 Probate 1846 of will of Anne Barker of Lyndon, leaving... £200 to Mary Baker, spinster, of Langham, daughter of former rector of Lyndon

The following records, possibly of relevance to Langham and previously mainly classified under DE1381, have been reclassified as shown but there is some confusion and lack of clarity in the relevant file entries:

G/R1/8a/1 - 15 [DE1381/401 - 15] Minute books for the Oakham Union Poor Law Records 1836 - 1901 (they continue to 1930)

G/R/158/1 - 2 [DE1381/422 - 3] Oakham Union Poor Law Assessment Committee minutes 1862 - 1917

QS89/45 - 46 Order establishing Oakham Union 1836 and detailing regulating powers and proceedings

RQS2/1 [DE1381] Rutland Quarter Sessions Minute Books 1802 - 9

RQS2/3 - 10 [DE1381] Rutland Quarter Sessions Minute Books 1818 - 1906

RQS2/12 - 15 [DE1381/544 - 7] Index to Rutland Quarter Sessions Minute Books 1802 - 39

RQS2/18 [DE2506/1, but elsewhere DE1381] Rutland Quarter Sessions Minute Books 1772 - 1802

RQS2/19 - 21 [DE2506/1, but elsewhere DE1381] Enrolments re voting 1793 - 1873, but elsewhere described as Index to Rutland RQS3/1 - 3 [DE1381/487 & 490 - 1] Rutland Quarter Sessions Minute Books 1862 - 1913

RQS16/2 [DE2301] Enrolments re voting 1762 - 1841

The National Archives

MAF 9/25 Deeds and awards of enfranchisement of copyhold land in Oakham and Barleythorpe 1850-92

Westminster Abbey Muniments

There is a card index of Manorial Court Rolls in the National Archives which includes a card re Oakham Court Rolls 1723-1803 (and earlier) with Westminster reference 20218-20430

Deeds and estate papers 34690 (the above card index seems also to indicate that this reference includes Manor Court Rolls for Oakham with Barleythorpe with period range 1663-1938)

141352 9 Apr 1803 Gerard Noel Noel Lease & cpt.

141353 15 Jan 1810 Do. Surrender

141354 16 Jan 1810 Do. Lease & cpt.

141355 21 Apr 1824 Sir Edmd. Antrobus A ors. Surrender

141356 22 Apr 1824 Sir G. Noel Noel A anor. Lease A cpt.

141357 13 Nov 1837 Do. Surrender

141358 14 Nov 1837 Do. Lease A cpt.

141359 5 Dec 1844 Sir Geo. Grey A anor. Surrender

141360 12 Dec 1844 Do. Lease A cpt.

141361 22 Apr 1861 Do. Surrender

141362 23 Apr 1861 Do. Cpt. lease

145840 1628 to 1856 Surveys, valuations, terriers &c. Brook & Langham parishes

Secondary sources

No attempt has been made, in the list below, to distinguish between works in which only a few pages or just one or two index entries may be found useful, and those which will merit thorough study. Some of the books recommended have been in bibliographies for many years and, although they may not represent the latest historical viewpoint, are included because many previous researchers have found them particularly helpful. The date of publication given is usually the date of a recent edition if there have been several.

General background


Advice on research and sources
Bristow, J, The local historian’s glossary and vade mecum Countryside Books, 2001
Carter, P & Thompson, K, Sources for local historians, Phillimore, 2005
Hey, D, The Oxford companion to local and family history, O.U.P., 2008
Rogers, A, Approaches to local history, Longmans, 1977
Stephens, W, Sources for English local history, Phillimore, 1994
Tate, W, The Parish Chest, Phillimore, 1983

Agriculture, Countryside & Transport
Fox, H & Butlin, R, Change in the countryside: essays on rural England 1500-1900, Institute of British Geographers, London, 1979
Hindle, P, Roads and Tracks For Historians, Phillimore, 2001

Church & Law
Aston, N, & Cragoe, M (ed.), Anticlericalism c.1500-1914, Sutton, 2000
Elphick, G, Sussex Bells and Belfries, Phillimore, 1970
Haigh, C, The plain man’s pathways to heaven, O.U.P., 2007
Snell, K, Church and chapel in the North Midlands: religious observance in the nineteenth century, Leicester University Press, 1991
Turner, G, Original records of early Nonconformity, London, 1911-14

Dress
Barfoot, A, Everyday costume in Britain from the earliest times to 1900, B.T.Batsford, 1976

Economic & financial
Baker, D, Coalville. The first 75 years 1833-1908, Tempus, 1998
Cannan, E, Collected works of Edwin Cannan, Routledge/Thoemmes, 1997
Gibson, J, Medlycott, M, & Mills, D, Land and Window Tax Assessments, Federation of Family History Societies, 2004
Ginter, D, A measure of wealth: the English Land Tax in historical analysis, Hambleton, 1992
Lemire, B, The business of everyday life ... c.1600-1900, Manchester University Press, 2005
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, A perspective of wages and prices, Methuen, 1981
Phelps Brown, H, & Hopkins, S, Seven centuries of the prices of consumables compared with builders’ wage-rates, Economica XXIII (1956) 296-314
Woodward, D, The assessment of wages by JPs 1563-1813, The Local Historian, 8, 1969

Education & the written word
Barrett, J. & Iredale, D, Discovering old handwriting, Shire, 2001
Bell, M, Understanding English spelling, Pegasus Educational, 2004
Curtis, S, History of Education in Great Britain, University Tutorial Press, 1967

**Food**

**Health**
Allday, R, The story of medicine, Ginn, 1969
D elmige, J, Towards national health: or, health and hygiene in England from Roman to Victorian times, Heinemann, 1931

**Social**
Alvey, N, From chantry to Oxfam, Phillimore, 1995
Baker, M, Folklore and customs of rural England, David & Charles, 1974
Barley, M, The English farmhouse and cottage, Sutton, 1987
Roe, F, English cottage furniture - from the earliest times to the Victorian era, Phoenix, 1961

**Works with sections of particular relevance to the local region, Rutland and/or Langham**
This list mainly consists of a subset, appropriate to this period, of the excellent bibliography Rutland in Print compiled by J.D.Bennett and published in Rutland Record 25. A list of Directories and Almanacks, and also of Newspapers is given on pp. 31 and 33 of this publication: as most of these concern this century, they are not repeated here.

Bell, G (ed.), Paupers in workhouses, 1861: ... Rutland, the author, 2000
Brandwood, G, Bringing them to their knees: church building and restoration in Leicestershire and Rutland 1800-1914, Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society, 2002
Brown, M, Tiger Tales and Ales: a directory of Leicestershire brewers (including Rutland), 1400-1999, Brewery History Society, 1999
Browning, D Ed.), The registers of All Saints Parish Church, Oakham ... Marriages, 1754-1837, ... University of Leicester Genealogical Society, 1979
Clarke, A, Memorials of the Clarkes of Whissendine and Langham..., the author, 1936
Cooke, G, Topographical and statistical description of the county of Rutland, London, c.1810
Crutchley, J, General view of the agriculture of the county of Rutland... , London, 1794
[D'Arcy, R,] Memoirs and Records of the Northamptonshire and Rutland militia..., Edward Stanford, 1873
Davidson, H, Choirs, bands and organs: a history of church music in Northamptonshire and Rutland, Positif, 2003
Endowed Charities: County of Rutland, general digest, 1868; supplementary digest 1889, Charity Commissioners, 1868 & 1889
Finch, P, History of Burley-on-the-hill, Rutland, with a short account of the owners, London, 1901
Frisby, G (ed.), Another look back at Langham, LVHG, 2000
Frisby, M (ed.), Look back at Langham, LVHG, 1991
Goldmark, M, & Traylen, A, Maps of Rutland, 1579 to 1845, Spiegl Press, 1985
Hardy, E, Recipes and Rutland cheese in Rutland Record No. 6, 1986
Henry, D, Wind and watermills of Rutland, Spiegl Press, 1988
Hope, R, An inventory of the church plate in Rutland, London, 1887
Jones, G, Quarter Sessions Records in the Leicestershire Record Office, Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries, and Records Service, 1985

Kelly, W, By-laws of the Provincial Grand Lodge of Leicestershire and Rutland, to which is added a history of Freemasonry in the Province..., J&T Spencer, 1870

Leicestershire Military Index (includes Rutland), Leicestershire Family History Society, 1986-90

Longden, H, Northamptonshire and Rutland clergy from 1500, Northamptonshire Record Society, 1952

Markham, C, The history of the Northamptonshire and Rutland militia..., Reeves & Turner, 1924

Matthews, A, Calamy revised, Clarendon Press, 1934


McWhirr, A, & Smith, D, A brickworks in Ashwell Road, Oakham, in The Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical Society Transactions, No. 68, 1994, pp.87-93

Millward, A, A history of Leicestershire and Rutland, Phillimore, 1985

Mitchell, J, A history of Ruddle’s Langham Brewery, Rutland Record 5, pp. 172-80, Oakham, 1985


Murray’s handbook for Northamptonshire and Rutland, Edward Stanford, e.g. 1878 & 1901


Noel, E. Some letters and records of the Noel family, J. Nisbet, 1910

Noel, G, Sir Gerard Noel, MP, and the Noels of Chipping Campden and Exton, Campden Historical and Archaeological Society, 2004

North, T, Church Bells of Rutland, Samuel Clarke, 1880

Ovens, R, & Sleath, S, Time in Rutland, Rutland Record series, RLH&RS No. 4, Oakham, 2002


Page, W (ed.), Victoria County History of Rutland, Dawson, 1975


Paradise, T, Rutland churches: Langham, Oakham, 1895

Parkin, D, The History of the Hospital of St. John the Evangelist and of St. Anne in Okeham, RLH&RS No. 6, Oakham, 2000

Parkinson, R, A general view of the agriculture of the county of Rutland, London, 1808


Reeder, D, Landowners and Landholdings in Leicestershire and Rutland, 1873-1941, the author, 1994

The Royce MSS, Rutland Record Society, 1985

Rutland 1851 Census Index, Leicestershire & Rutland Family History Society, 1996

Rutland Magazine and County Historical Record 1905-6 pp.137-141 The Rudkins of Rutland has occasional relevance to Langham (also 1909-10 pp.141-150, 167-177, 202-208, 234-243); 1909-10 pp.181-187 The annals of Rutland (continued), ‘compiled from the Quarter Session Records by G. Phillips’ esp. Sacramental Certificates - lists many documents no longer extant.

The Rutland Marriage Index, 1754-1837, Leicestershire & Rutland Family History Society, 1991-3


Ryder, I, Common right and private interest, RLH&RS No. 8, Oakham, 2006


Sharpling, P, Stained glass in Rutland churches: an historical survey, RLH&RS No.3, Oakham, 1997

Simpson, J, Obituary and Records for the Counties of Lincoln, Rutland, ... to the end of 1859, W.R.Newcomb, 1861
The internet

The website www.copac.ac.uk is particularly useful for detecting the dates of first editions of books, if these are required, and also for finding which university libraries (but including also The British Library) have copies – but notice that not all universities are included yet and Leicester University is one that is not, apart from its ‘Special Collection’. Bear in mind also that 60,000 books from the Library of Congress (and more from elsewhere) can be read on-line at www.archive.org!

There is an enormous number of additional sources accessible through the internet - so many, and of such varying quality and reliability, as to be confusing and discouraging. The Langham History Group Archivist can provide useful advice.

The site www.intute.ac.uk may be found especially helpful in identifying reliable sources. www.archiveshub.ac.uk is a national gateway to descriptions of archives in UK universities and colleges and www.history.ac.uk is well worth exploring. In particular, www.history.ac.uk/partners/bbih provides the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish history.

For research in newspapers, one can subscribe to http://newspapers.bl.uk/blcs/dispBasicSearch.do?prodId=BLCS&userGroupName=blcsuser. For valuable information on population in 19th century, see www.histpop.org/ohpr/servlet/. See also www.churchplansonline.org for the Bodley & Garner plans of Langham Church, 1874-8

There is a range of important research sources currently only available through institutions which have subscribed to them. Examples are the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and JSTOR (short for Journal Storage, which archives academic journals) and EEBO (Early English Books Online). These can be used, free of charge, by members of certain group subscribers, notably those following a university course, but also by anyone prepared to sit in a British Library Reading Room.